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PREFACE
This thesis describes the experimental work carried 
out by the author from 1953 to 196I on the investigation 
of the photoproduction of mesons from hydrogen near 
threshold In candidature for a Ph,D# degree# The 
research was motivated by the lack of experimental 
measurements In the low energy region verifying the 
predicted threshold energy dependence given by Dispersion 
Relations and the violation In the well known connection 
between the low energy plon Interactions#
Chapter X provides a summary of the theoretical 
attempts to describe the photoproduction of plons from 
hydrogen and gives a detailed study of the field of low 
energy plon photoproduction#
Chapter II Is a review of previous experimental 
methods and results In the field of low energy plon 
photoproduction, and Illustrates the necessity of an 
accurate set of experimental results In the low energy 
region#
Chapter III describes the construction of a specially 
designed, pressure compensated thin-walled liquid hydrogen 
target, for the detection of low energy plons* The 
construction and operation of the target and the
compensât of design vas carried out by the author* Thé 
Initial design of the target was carried out In
collaboration with Dr. W» Hogg* Chapter XV describes
two methods of detecting x* mesons, one by a time of fllg)it
method and the other by a delayed coincidence technique*
The construction and testing of the time of flight
telescope were carried out by the author and the experiment
was performed In collaboration with Drs. G*H* Lewis and
R.E. Azuma. Preliminary tests on the delayed coincidence
technique, previously developed by Drs. G*M* Lewis and R«E*
Azuma were carried out by the author using a thin polythene
target*^ Chapter V contains a description of the threshold
meson experiment which provides the most accurate Information
showing the non-linear threshold energy dependence of the
cross-section* The author was responsible for the operation
of the liquid hydrogen target during the complete experiment
which was of three weeks duration^while the operation,
monitoring and collection of the experimental data was shared
with Drs* G*H* Lewis, R*E* Assuma and Hr D, Leith* The
analysis of the results have been evaluated Independently
by the author* The thesis concludes with a discussion of
the present state of the knowledge In the field of low
energy plon physics.
The author is deeply indebted to his supervisor>
' The electronio and counting arrangements described 
in Section III, Chapter IV, and used in the work of 
Chapter V, were provided in the main by Dr. G.LÎ. Lewie 
in association with Dr* R.E. Azuma.
Dr# G«}l. Lewis, for his stimulating interest and encourage 
ment at all times, and is grateful to Dr, R.E. Azuma for 
his contribution at different stages in this work. The 
author wishes to thank Dr# W, Hogg and Mr# D, Leith for 
helpful discussion# Sincere thanks aro also due to 
Hiss E, Muldoon for her valuable help at all stages of 
this work. The author expresses his gratitude to 
Professor P#l# Dee, P«R*S#, for his Interest In this 
work, and Dr# W# McFarlane and the synchrotron crew for 
providing an excellent beam during all the machine 
experiments# Finally the author thanks the Ministry of 
Education, N# Ireland and the University of Glasgow for 
grants held during the course of this work#
CHAPTER I
1# Introduction
The Investigation of pl-mesons and their Interactions 
Is of fundamental Importance to the understanding of 
nuclear phenomena. For example, one thinks of nuclear 
forces as resulting principally from the Interchange of 
plons between nuclear particles. The pl-meson exists 
In three basic forms, the neutral Tf% which decays Into 
two photons ( 2,10*^^ sec.) and the charged TT which 
subsequently decay Into a /C meson (2,5 % 10^ sec.). 
Because of the basic nature of nucleons, I.e. protons and 
neutrons, their Interaction with plons Is of particular 
significance.
The Improvement of the quantity and quality of the 
knowledge obtained from plon experiments will aid the 
theoretical Interpretation of the processes Involved. 
Eventually It Is hoped that sufficient data will be 
available, so that an accurate check can be made on any 
proposed theory describing the plon-nucleon Interaction 
and its associated phenomena.
One Important class of plon experiments Is the 
production of plons from nucleons by T-rays. The first 
evidence of this process was given by McMillan et al (19^9)
— 2 —
at Berkeley, where the first experiments were later 
carried out by Steinberger and Bishop (1950) on the 
basic Interaction
Y 4^ p — > n
Since that time extensive experimental studies have 
been performed In the field of photoproduction, and while 
the main features are now understood, there are still 
some details to bo Investigated In the "classical plon" 
region, which corresponds to pl-mesons produced by photons 
of energy up to 400 HeV* Without doubt, among the most 
outstanding problems In this region In recent years Is 
that of the photoproduotlon from hydrogen near
threshold, In explaining the apparent Inconsistency 
among threshold plon phenomena. An accurate series of 
experimental measurements of these cross-sections near 
threshold forms the main material of this thesis#
2, Theoretical Considerations
Low energy plon physics, although only ten years 
old, has grown Into a field of considerable size.
During this time, the theoretical approach to this 
subject has become more and more refined as new techniques 
became available, analogous In many ways to the Improvement
3in experimental data* The pertinent experimental 
Information, which is required by the theorist to 
determine the validity of his theory are the shape and 
the location of resonances In the excitation function of 
the reaction, the angular distribution, and the comparison 
of the production rate of the various competing reactions* 
Because of the success of weak coupling theory In 
explaining ©lectromagnotlc radiation processos, a woak 
coupling approach was used In the early theoretical work 
based on the Yukawa assumption* This assumption states 
that except for obvious differences In the mass, charge, 
spin and coupling strength, the pl-meson plays a role 
with respect to the nucleon, which is analagous to that 
played by the photon with respect to the electron* It 
Is then assumed that in the Hamiltonian of the system, 
the part corresponding to free particles will be much 
larger than the term describing the interaction. This 
interaction term can therefore be considered as a small 
perturbation In the Hamiltonian, and the usual 
perturbation expansion methods employed* This theory 
has been treated by Marshak (1932) who showed that the 
theory gave poor agreement with experiment. It failed 
to give the observed shape of the angular distribution.
and gave qualitative agreement In the low energy region 
only.
The strong coupling approach, in which plons and 
nucleona were treated claseically assumed that the 
nucleon Interacted very strongly with the plon field.
This treatment was undertaken by Brueckner and Case 
(1931)» Watson (1932) and Brueckner and Watson (1932).
The agreement with experiment was poor however, because 
the coupling between the plons and the nucleons was not 
strong enough to allow this approach. The very strong 
coupling and the very weak coupling theoretical treatment 
were therefore both Incompatible with experimental 
Information, but provided a good basis on which to build 
moderately strong and weak coupling theories, which 
provided very good agreement with experiment^as will be 
seen later.
A very fundamental approach to an understanding of 
experimental data was the phenomenological one. In which 
an appeal Is made to the basic lavs of physics, 
e.g. conservation of angular momentum, parity and 
Isotoplc spin (l). In the energy region under 
consideration, an analysis of the photoproduction data 
is possible In terms of S and P waves with a small
- 5 -
admixture of D waves by considering the Incoming photon 
as a multipole expansion of the amplitudes for T-ray 
absorption* This treatment was considered by Feld
(1953) and since It gives valid conclusions, which are 
based only on the pseudoscalar nature of the plon 
Independent of any meson theory, the results of his 
predicted angular and momentum dependence are shown In 
table (1). Feld pointed out that W(@), the angular 
distribution of the plon with respect to the Incident 
direction of the Y-ray, depends only on y  and , where 
X Is the total angular momentum of the system and Xy 
la the order of the radiation* The plon momentum 
dependence is only reliable near threshold, and will be 
compared with experimental results In Chapter XX*
In particular, If only S and P waves contribute to 
the photoproduction amplitude, then It Is possible to 
analyse the plon angular distributions In the form
- A *t" B COQ0 4- C 000^0
ctiAi
where 0  Is the angle between the meson and the photon 
In the centro-of-mass co-ordinates, and A f B CL are 
complex quantities expressed In terms of the electric 
and magnetic multipoles* In general, the cross-section
Table 1,
y  Ray 
Absorbed
Inter-
fnediate
State
I of
Meson
h W{0) TT-Momen-
turn
Dependence
Mag. dipole i  + 1 P i constant p*
Mag. dipole Î  + 1 P i 2 +  3 sin* $ p*
Elect, dipole 4 - 0 Si constant P
Elect, dipole 1 - 2 D i 2 +  3 sin* B p*
Elect, quadrupole i + 1 P i 1 +  cos* B p*
Elect, quadrupole f  + 3 P i 1 + 6  cos* B — 6 cos* B pf
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la now given In terms of several adjustable parameters, 
which can In fact be reduced or simplified by considering 
a simple model, and the results compared with experiment* 
Following the success of tiie application of charge 
indopondonoe to plon-nuoleon scattering, Watson (1934) 
and Oell-fhmn and Watson (1934) considered a model for 
photoproductlon based on three fundamental assumptionst-
(1) range of Interaction between nuoloon and tho 
plon is limited,
(2) charge Independenoe is valid, i.e. Isotoplc 
spin is conserved.
(3) Tho state ( 1 = ^ ^ . 1= i) hereafter referred
to as the state of the pion-nucleon
system is one of strong interaction.
The authors analysed their results in terms of a set of 
scattering phase shifts which had been proved by Watson to 
be related to the complex angular distribution coefficients.
A brief survey of the situation at tho end of 1934 
shows that the theory is in agreement with tlie broad 
general features of the experimental analysis oe presented 
in flg.l for production. There was a maximum in the 
cross-section for production from hydrogen at By c: 320
HoV due to the strongly interacting ( state of the
0 X IÔ
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t
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pion*nucleon system* This resonant behaviour was also 
exhibited by the n** cross-section* The angular 
distributions all showed anisotropy at the higher Y-ray 
energies# which was reversed at approximately 320 MeV 
due to the B coefficient changing sign* The angular 
distribution near threshold was almost isotropic# and 
the cross-section showed the j? dependence indicating 
that the pion was emitted into an S-state* There was 
however a lack of information at very forward and very 
backward angles in the angular distributions# and also in 
the differential cross-section near threshold# which did 
not permit any direct comparison with theory#
The biggest step forward in the theoretical 
understanding of pion photoproductlon was provided by 
Chew and Low (1956) In their static or cut-off*’ theory# 
This non-relativistic model# based on the Yukawa hypothesis 
was derived from earlier models of Chew (195^) end Low
(1954)* On© of the disadvantages in evaluating the local 
form of the Yukawa theory was that virtual nucleon- 
antinucleon pairs were formed in great abundance* In 
the **cut-off* theory# Chew and Low removed these 
complications altogether by introducing a non-local 
form of interaction and smearing out the region of the
- 6 -
pion-nucleon interaction* This introduction of a finite 
size of source was equivalent to a cut-off in the 
emergent meson momentum* Essentially Chew and Low 
removed tho unphysical ambiguitioe# similar to those in 
the perturbation weak coupling approach by replacing the 
point source of the pion-nucleon interaction with a 
source of finite extent* The theory therefore contained 
only two constants# the pion-nucleon coupling constant 
and the maximum meson momentum, and was stated to be 
accurate to approximately 15^*
The final expression for the photoproduction 
amplitude contained a term due to the direct interaction 
of the photon with the meson cloud given by
j t i r .  A dlT  ck i  r .  ( ^ _
J/)
u/ ■* 1/
where the ^  and £ are the photon momentum and polarisation# 
y  and w- are the momentum and energy of the pion# and O' 
is the nuclear spin* The effect of this retardation or 
photoelectric term was most easily seen at forward angles# 
producing an abrupt flattening of the angular distribution 
for photon energies not too near threshold* This 
deviation from the previous quadratic in cos 0 (cf* fig*l)
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was experimentally verified by Malmberg and Robinson
(1958)f ürotsky et al (1958) and Lazarus and Panofsky
(1959)# and is clearly shown in fig*(2)* The cut-off 
model was therefore the first successful theory in 
photoproductlon# in that it made a definite contribution 
which had not been previously measured# and gave a 
semi-quantitative fit to the experimental data up to
the resonance* Chew (1955) has written a very
good review of this static theory*
Following the success of the non-relativistic 
Yukawa interaction# tho obvious consequence was to 
examine the possibilities of deriving a completely 
relativistic pion theory* An attempt was made to 
deduce certain functional properties from the Yukawa 
scattering matrix derived by Low (1955)# and modified 
by Goldberger (1955)• This was motivated by the desire 
to generalise dispersion relations# which had been known 
in electromagnetic theory for many years# so as to 
include the forward scattering of particles with mass*
It turned out in fact that there was a plausible and 
unique method to generalise dispersion relations# and 
their application to the problem of plon photoproductlon 
was presented in the now famous paper of Chew# Goldberger#
22
</)cw
40 120 160
Differential croRa-soctlon for photoprodnotlon 
fron hydro^on slioiflnj abmpt flattening at forward 
anjloB duo to rotardâtion torru
10
Low and Nambu (1957)•
At that time there was no actual proof of the 
validity of the dispersion relations for photoprodoction» 
but since then a rigorous proof of their exact derivation 
has been given by Oehme and Taylor (1959) using the 
general axioms of field theory. It would therefore 
appear that all the Information contained in the Yukawa 
approach is also contained in the dispersion relations# 
when these are supplemented by unitarity. The 
condition for unitarity for photoproduction requires 
the phase of an amplitude loading to an outgoing pion- 
nucleon state of definite angular momentum^isotopic 
spin and parity to be the same as the phase of the pion- 
nucleon scattering amplitude leading to the same final 
state# as given by Vatson (l95^)« It was then possible 
to project out dispersion relations for Individual 
multipole amplitudes« which depended only on the single 
energy variable U# the total energy in the centre-of-mass 
system.
The information obtained from the fixed momentum 
transfer dispersion relation was not very different from 
the results obtained by the cut»*off theory# except that 
the overall accuracy was improved ( 10%). The dispersion
— JLl —
relation pion theory stands on a ranch firmer footing than 
the intuitive cut-off theory, and all the equations of 
the latter model can be obtained as approximations of the 
dispersion theory. Dispersion relations have been applied 
to pion photoproductlon using slightly different techniques 
by Gartenhaus et al* (1959)# in the hope of improving 
the overall accuracy of Chew's results without success.
Hence the overall agreement between experiment and theory 
is now fairly good in the classical pion region, although 
some small discrepancies still remain*
The single dispersion relations have however been 
recently replaced by the so-called double dispersion 
relations, conjectured by Mandelstam (1958) in connection 
with pion-nucleon scattering. The Mandelstam representation 
provides a method for extending soattering amplitudes into 
the complex plane for both the energy and momentum variables 
in contrast to Just the energy variable in single dispersion 
relations. This representation has necessitated the 
introduction of the pion-plon interaction into the 
pion-nucleon problem, and already experimental evidence 
of this pion-pion interaction has been reported (Anderson 
et al., 1961).
The application of the Mandelstam representation
- 12 -
to the photoproduction of TT^  mesons has been carried 
out in detail by Ball (1960)# He found that the results 
of Chew, Low, Goldberger and Nambu remained praotioally 
unchanged* The influence of a possible pion-pion 
interaction in photoproductlon processes has also been 
examined by Tollis et al (1960), who indicated that the 
theoretical predictions of the ' ratio could be
brought into better agreement with experiment in the 
region well above threshold by including the pion-pion 
interaction* The results obtained by Ball have been 
confirmed by Gourdin, Lurie and Martin (i960)*
The Mandelstam representation is now believed by 
many theorists to have replaced the existing framework of 
conventional field theory, and can now be used as a 
starting point to investigate the problem of strong 
interactions* The theory in itself will not be complote 
until it is understood how to handle more than two 
particle systems, which at present limits this method*
It is believed however that a further understanding of 
the pion-pion problem will be required before any further 
progress can bo made in the pion-nucleon theory*
- 13 -
3é Plon Threshold Phenomena
In recent years# much experimental and theoretical 
attention has been directed to the examination of plon 
physics at low energies near the threshold of the various 
processes* This Interest has been motivated by the large 
amount of Information which can be derived in the low 
energy limit* Since this low energy region is very 
sensitive to any attempted refinements of the theory# 
accurate experimental information is obviously of the 
utmost importance*
The first attempt at a coherent interpretation of 
the energy dependence near threshold of the process
Y 4- ^  TT  ^ "t /Tb
was given by Bcneventano et al (1956) based largely on 
their own experimental results* They derived the 
conventional expression for the differential cross- 
section
— l4 —
where V
ur
M
JUU
M
pion momentum 
total pion energy 
photon energy 
pion rest mass 
nucleon rest mass
all in the centre-
of-mass ayatom*
Terms higher than cos^g have been neglected# which was 
in agreement with the parabolic shape of their angular 
distribution# and was consistent with the assumption 
that only S and P waves contributed in the final state* 
If cos Ô » 90° in the centre-of-mass system# then the 
above expression can be rewritten
° O'**'*')
do is therefore a direct measurement of the cross-section#
o
if the measurements are made at 90 in the centre-of-mass 
system#
Figure (3) shows the exporimontal results obtained 
by fieneventano et al for CL^  versus E^# the Y-ray energy 
in the laboratory. A straight lino extrapolation to 
threshold# substantiated by the measurement of by
(L% 10*^  CM
20
05
220 240160 260160 200
Dspcriniontal results of Beiocvontono ot al. chovina' 
cOo plotted tîio Y-ray amor^y* The o»>ea
Girclo point is that of Loios et al.
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Lois## Penner and Robinson (1935) gave a valus
a^(threshold) = l4#8 ± 0»2.10*^^cia^/st©r.
As was first pointed out by Fermi (1952)# a basic 
connection exists between the experimental perametera of 
low energy pion physics* The pertinent measurements 
are i
(1) The Panofsky Ratio P = tr(rr'+^-^
obtained by allowing negative pions to ©top in hydrogen# 
The reaction takes place from an S state# and the pions 
are slightly below zero kinetic energy
(2) The charge exchange transition rate
(TCrr' 4 - 'vw)
measured at low TT^  energies and extrapolated to zero 
giving
fi =. (T|- JV tk\-
V
where tT^ zuid are the S«#wave scattering phase shifts#
corresponding to isotopic spin states T " -J- and T » ^
^  is the pion momentum in the centre of mass.
•» X6 •
(3) The transition rate
<r I ^ TT‘*’+
measured at low energies and extrapolated to threshold
(4) The ratio H « (% + nr\, TT’"+
<r lt+ ir++A\,\
' TK.
which can in principle be obtained from the experimentally 
observed TT ratio in deuterium.
The connection between these various perametera ia 
clearly illustrated in fig.(4) f^rorn which it can bo seen 
that it is possible to arrive at the product p X R 
by two independent routes. Unfortunately neither of 
these two routes are direct# as extrapolations are 
necessary along the way.
Beneventano et al took the current value of P » 1.2g# 
and a valuo of R « 1.87 - 0.13 obtained from deuterium 
to give
P A p. H )  = 2- 3lf + Q. Jfb
This value therefore compared favourably with the value of
px R (f) t 2- -i" 0-3
y(<»D ^  tT
(T (<♦!> ■> W++ in')
NUCLEAR *- 
C O U L O N I
CORRECTIONS.
V  EXTR.
p .  *^)
P.R U)
TK%n)
P.R tt)
EXTP. EXTR n'V-n,') 
■V EXPERIMENT
— >-j
DETAIIID
•AlANCINC
( y * - V  ^ * tv)
. . . > . . .
0-(¥.tv-P ->J
Diajrarziaatlo rcprocontatlon of tho connection 
between the various reactions In low enur^ 
pion physioÜ.
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when they assumed their value of at threshold* and 
the current value of Û » 0*2? ± 0*03 given by Ledonsan 
{1956)9 Xt was remarked by the authors that their 
experimental value of 1*87 was not in agreement with the 
theoretical valuo of 1.4 predicted by threshold theorems 
(Kroll and Ruderman* 1954)# but the higher value was in 
agreement with the other threshold pion perametera*
The derivation of R from the measured ratio
in deuterium has been calculated by Baldin (1953)# who 
obtained a value of R = 1.4 * when the nuclear and 
coulomb interactions are taken into account* The 
value of 1*87# extrapolated by Beneventano et al from the 
deuterium measurements was shown to be consistent with 
this now calculated value of R. Experimental evidence 
for the validity of Baldin^a calculations has been 
provided by Adamovich et al (1958) using photographic 
emulsions loaded with deuterium* By comparing their TT 
results with the TT^  results of Beneventano, they obtained 
a ratio R « 1*3 ± 0.l4. More recently however*
Adamovich et al (1960) have carried out a complete set of 
measurements on the photoproduction of positive and 
negative pions from hydrogen and deuterium respectively* 
and they derived a value R = 1.3 X 0.15 in agreement
18
with the previous ratio* This latter experiment was 
necessary because of the difficulty of comparing 
measurements carried out in different laboratories 
using different beam monitors.
If therefore the valuo of R was taken as 1*3* then
P A p. U )  = 1-
which was in definite disagreement with the valuo
P A  p. C t )  *  i -  t l f  ±  0-1
In order to remove tliis discrepancy* the following 
steps can bo taken:
(1) Raise the value of P •• obtained directly 
from experiment*
(2) Adjust R - obtained indirectly from deuterium 
measurements*
(3) Decrease ^  extrapolated from oxperiment*
(4) Raise 0L% extrapolated from experiment*
(5) Introduce a new particle* the TTo
The last proposal* the introduction of a new particle 
was put fom/ard by Baldin (1953)* who assumed that the 
discrepancy was real* He thoroforo concluded that the 
IT® particle measured in the Panofsky ratio determination
» 1?
was In fact a TTo t l«e« a neutral pseudoscalar mason 
of isotopic spin equal to zero. Cassais et al (1959) 
have excluded the possibility of the production of two 
neutral pions by a precise measurement of the angular 
distribution of the two photons emitted in the Panofsky 
reaction. The existence of the TXt vas also refuted by 
a more direct experiment performed by Akimov (1959)# 
who studied the reaction
4-3) -9' nt +
which would be permitted by the charge independence 
principle.
The value of the Panofsky ratio has increased from 
the original value quoted by Beneventano et al* but this 
was not sufficient to remove the discrepancy. The value 
of IX at threshold was derived by Orear (1953)* who 
assumed that and d.3 wore constant at low energies*
and therefore made a linear extrapolation to threshold.
Cini et al (1953) pointed out however* that the value 
of A  is energy dependent and hence must vanish at zero 
pion energy. A value of A  ® 0.24^which was 10% lower 
than the previous value was obtained* using an S wave 
effective range approximation based on dispersion relations.
m 20 •
The discrepancy In the pion threshold inter*
dependent system was removed by Cini et al in the same
publication by raising the value of CL^  « They pointed
out that the previous analysis by Beneventano et al did
not take into account the direct photo*meson interaction
term  Z— - mentioned earlier in the cut*off
ui-K —
and dispersion relation theories. This term contains
2
the factor (l*0 cos 0 ) In the denominator* and 
therefore makes a contribution to all partial waves*
This has the property that at Ey « 170 HeV it provides a 
fairly large contribution to the S*wave amplitude* but 
goes to zero at threshold. The experimental evidence 
for this term was given in fig.(2) by the abrupt 
flattening of the angular distribution at forward 
angles.
The importance of the direct interaction terra was 
also pointed out by Moravcsik (1953)# who concluded that 
the angular distribution should be written in the form
[i- ^  = K + B u »6 + Cccr»*e + %) + E
where K is a kinematical factor. The energy dependence 
of do determined by Cini et al using single dispersion 
relations is reproduced in fig.(5) showing the rising
BE^ EVENTflWO et
15.0
100
5.0
Disporsion 
&o= 14,8 
«xp> values
relal ons
00
Tho largo diocropancy bo tween ozperlaont and 
the aingXo cliaperaion relation tlieory (aelld 
curve) in the threshold valuo of O/o
trend towards threshold# when the retardation term is 
included. It is worth pointing out here that the 
original weak and strong coupling theories both included 
this retardation term (of. Marshak# 1952)# ajKÎ therefore 
would have given the correct energy dependence near 
threshold.
Tho value of C3Uo at threshold obtained from 
dispersion relations of 20 /lb /ster. can be combined 
with the value of ^ = 0.24 to give
P Xs K (T) = ('fSl O'Z 
in good agreement with
f A R  t>V) = 115^
Xt must be pointed out that the argument is still very 
dependent on tho various poramaters employed. In 
particular# the derivation of R was based on a somewhat 
precarious analysis of the photoproduction from 
deuterium. An experiment which would in fact measure 
the energy dependence of the cross-section from
hydrogen in tho threshold region was therefore of vital 
interest for- the following reasons % -
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(1) There did not then exist an overall set of 
measurements in the threshold region.
(2) Any published measurements which did exist 
(195?) were in complete disagreement with the 
energy dependence predicted by single 
dispersion relations.
(3) A diroct determination of • tho pion- 
nucleon coupling constant.
(4) Further evidence for the introduction of tho 
photo-pion interaction term.
(5) A concrete contribution to the relationship 
between the low energy pion peraaeters.
An examination of the exporimental measurements and results 
obtained in the threshold region are given in the next 
chapter#
— 23 *
CHAPTER II 
PreviouB Experimental Results 
1# General Bohaviour
A otudy of the behaviour of pious produced in tho 
process
Y + p —  ^ + n
requires a measurement of the angle and energy of the 
emitted pion» because of the continuous energy distribution 
of the bremsstrahlung beam. As the Compton electron 
and pair production cross—sections are of the order of
—2 5 2 "t"10* ^ CM /ster compared with the cross-section of
•^10*^^ cn^/stor» it is necessary to select tho pions 
from a large electron and Y-ray background» especially 
at forward angles. Unfortunately however# the kinematics 
of tho abovo reaction nocossitato forward angle measure­
ments to study the low energy region near tlireshold. 
Further# since the TT^ cross-section falls offrapidly 
towards threshold# and tho pions have very little 
kinetic energy# very few measurements have been made in 
this region# as can be seen from table 2 where all the 
relevant previous experimental work has been tabulated.
From this table# it can be seen that the determination 
of the pion involves the measurement of at least two
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characteristic properties of the charged particle# In 
general# the magnetic spectrometer utilises the 
momentum and the rang© properties of the particle# 
while the scintillation counter and photographic emulsion 
employ the energy or rang© of the particle and the 
characteristic decay#
The early experimental results In the higher region 
were not very accurate# mainly due to the poor counting 
rate# They were all consistent however^ in that there 
was general agreement on the shape of the total cross- 
section showing the pronounced %  ) resonance at
approximately 300 MeY in accord with a strong P-wave 
pion-nucleon interaction. The angular distributions 
all showed the anisotropy with more pions emitted in the 
backward hemisphere than in the forward hemisphere 
(of# Be the and Be Hoffman, 1955 and fl,*?.l) which was 
reversed beyond 3^0 MeV, as stated previously#
There was disagreement among the results of tho 
various laboratories in the measured values of the 
total cross-sections# which was mainly due to the 
uncertainty in the absolute calibration of the Y-ray 
beam monitoring systems. However the experiments 
performed at the California Institute of Technology
- 25 -
using two different detection techniques were in disagree­
ment by as much as 15^ in the energy region where they 
overlap* The scintillation telescope data was subject 
to largo corrections for nuclear absorption in the 
absorbers at high energies (50% for 100 MeV pions) and 
tho magnet data required large corrections for decay in 
flight at lower energies (60 >^ for 20 MeV pions in a 
1*5 metre flight petb)* The disagreement between the 
experiments was therefore not surprising, when all the 
uncertainties in the range and scattering corrections 
etc# were taken Into account*
From the above considerations, it is obvious that 
magnetic spectrometer techniques in their present form 
are inadequate for accurate detection of low energy pions* 
The photographic emulsion and tho scintillation counter 
therefore provided the most promising method of detecting 
low energy plena* Both of these methods have been 
extensively used in previous threshold measurements# 
which are considered in some detail in the next section
I
of this chapter*
2* Experiments Near Threshold
Despite the impact on low energy pion physics
- 26 -
introduced by Beneventano et al, It must be remembered 
that their experiment in itself was not the main cause 
of the inconsistency, but rather the extrapolation, 
which was in fact directly substantiated by the experiment 
of Leisa, Penner and Robinson (1953)* The experiment 
introduced a new degree of refinement into the 
measurements of the field of photoproduction of charged 
pions ;and provided a statistical accuracy of approximately
4^.
Beneventano et al detected the positive pions by 
means of nuclear pellicles iimersed in blocks of emulsion* 
The pions were produced in a 1*23 ùn. diameter thin brass- 
walled target, around which the emulsions were placed at 
angles of 45®, 75®, 105® and 150®* It was therefore 
possible to obtain a complete angular distribution in 
the one exposure* Pig*(6) shows the angular distributions 
for different Y-ray energies and the plot of versus 
Ey* The scanning efficiency was reported to be around 
99^ and never less than 97^* The authors considered all 
possible corrections including decay in flight, nuclear 
interaction of tho pions before coming to rest, background 
from target walls and edge effects of the pellicles*
It is therefore very difficult to offer any reasons why
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thoir results are not in agreement with theory» and 
the only valid criticism which can be made was their 
attempt to extrapolate from 170 MeV to threshold*
The experiment carried out by Loiss» Pennor and 
Robinson provided a determination of the differential 
croas«section at a Y-ray energy of 155 MeV wliich was 
and still remains tho value of Cto nearest to threshold*
The experiment itself was a novel one and the to clinique 
employed for detecting the lowest energy pions was 
quite ingenious,
X liquid hydrogen target was surrounded by a hollow 
carbon cylinder 6 in, in diameter with 0*5 to#walls to 
stop most mesons produced by Y-rays of less than 185 MeV » 
as shown in fig.7# The duration of the Y-ray beam was
very shorty^ 2 psec» permitting the detection of the 
positrons from tho TT^ '^  in a triple coincidence
scintillation telescope* By varying the betatron energy 
in 2 MeV steps from 1^0-200 MeV» tho activation cross- 
section at 155 MeV was evaluated* The background counting 
rate from positrons produced by pair formation was 
obtained from the counting rate measured below threshold* 
The derivation of the cross-section involved an 
exact loiowlcdge of tho shape of the energy spectrum in
X-RAY
BEAM
H, TARGET JACKET
11.6
SHIELDING
Pi;;.7. Ssporiajantai dotooticn syateta of LaJau ot al. 
sho'.rin;; lit^uid target by carbon
bloeli. In witlch $hm plona w*re
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the region of tho bremsstrahlung end-point # which they 
computed from the theoretical Bethe-IIeltler fommla.
The croas-sectlon was then corrected for the counting 
efficiency, which was calculated from the fraction of 
mesons which stop In the hydrogen target or In the carbon, 
the solid angle of the counters^and tho fraction of 
positrons emitted In the direction of the telescope, 
which are In fact counted* Tho authors claimed that 
the calculated efficiency was accurate to loss than 10^, 
and their results were also in agreement with those of 
Beneventano et al giving the linear extrapolation of Cu^  
to zero*
Tho result of Lelss et al was retracted and the same 
experimental data was re-analysed by Lelss and Tenner 
(1959)• who obtainod a valuo of 20*10*^^ cm^/stor. In 
contrast with their previous valuo of 15*10*^^ cm^/ster*, 
a change of This result was obtained by applying
corroctionsfor a more accurate spectrum, corrected 
betatron energy scale, better beam calibration and a 
correction for positron annihilation in flight in the 
counter telescope* This statement obviously refutes 
their previous claims of a calculated efficiency accurate 
to less than 10^ and throws suspicion on their new
- 29 -
de terminât ion of , even though It ia in agreement
with dispersion relations.
Barbare, Goldwaeser and Carlson-Lee have obtained 
values of Ctt at 160 and 219 MoV Y-ray energy. Tho 
values wore
a^* (160 IleV) = X8.9 ± 1.2 X 10“^° cm^/ster. 
a T (219 MoV) = 16.0 1 0,62 X 10"^°om^/8tar.
Ho details of this oxperimont havo been published, but 
as the experiment was done at Illinois using nuclear 
émulsion», it can be assurijod to closely resemble the 
experiment of Beneventano oi ul. Tho value of oJo 
was in agreement with the rising trend predicted by 
dispersion relations, but one point is not enough to 
show the energy dependence^nor does it provide the 
iieçostîary information for a threshold extrapolation* 
However, it did indicate that the Beneventano linear 
(pctrapol&tion was not valid*
Tho most complete experiment in the threshold 
region from 153 to 175 HeV was performed by Adamovich 
et al (i960) using the nucloar emulsion technique* The 
experimental procedure involved three separate methods 
corresponding to three Y-ray energy intervals* The 
cross-section was measured in the interval 153-161 HeV
m» 30 —
by simultaneous irradiation of thin polythene and carbon 
targets, and the pions were detected at angles of 60^ 
and 120^ with nuclear emulsions. The experiment was 
feasible in this energy region, because the Coulomb field 
inside the carbon nucleus inhibits tho production of low 
energy TT^ mesons. The cross-section was then derived 
by a CHg-C subtraction.
The pions produced in a liquid hydrogen target by 
Y-rays of energy 160-I65 MeV were detected by inserting the 
emulsions into the target vacuum chamber, at an angle of 
73^ to the Y-ray beam. The cross-section for the 
maximum energy Y-ray interval was measured by placing the 
nuclear emulsions right in the liquid hydrogen, at a 
distance of 2 cm from tho axis of the photon beam, thus 
increasing the pion counting rate. The thin solid target 
method was necessary because the low energy mesons could 
not escape from the liquid target.
The results of the experiment are illustrated in 
fig.(8), where the units differ from those given 
previously by a factor of x. The statistical accuracy 
of the experiment however was not sufficient to indicate 
the rising trend of cx^  towards threshold. The authors 
claimed that the comparison of their results with those
W^lKplfcm: 
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of Benovontano ot al at higher energies showed that the 
experimental values of oX was increasing towards threshold* 
This is however not a very reliable procedure because of 
the variation in absolute beam monitoring calibrations 
among the various laboratories* Indeed it was stated 
recently by Ooldwasser (i960) that the results of 
Beneventano et al should be raised by 10^ because of 
errors in the beam monitoring which therefore nullifies 
the previous claim*
The first experiment using the scintillation counter 
technique for the direct detection of low energy positive 
pions from photoproduction was that of Janes and Kraushaar 
(19)4) * Using a Cllg-C subtraction, they were able to 
detect 10 MeV pions at a laboratory angle of 90° to the 
direction of the Y-ray beam, corresponding to a Y-ray 
energy of 168 MoV* The method utilised the fast 
decay to separate the positive pions, similar to the 
detection method used in this experiment* The error on 
the lowest energy experimental cross-section was of the 
order of 50%, and it was difficult to compare their 
data with other experimental results as the absolute 
calibration of their synchrotron beam was uncertain by 
a factor of two. They did provide the first experimental
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evidence of the approximate linear dependence of the 
cross-aection with pion momentum, consistent with the 
assumption that only S-wave pion emission was important 
for photon energies up to 200 KeV, as shown by the Fold 
scheme in table 1$
The direct detection of low energy pions using tho 
scintillation counter technique was developed further by 
Lewis and Asuoa (1959), They measured the cross-
section from protons In the Y-ray interval 165-190 MoV 
using thin polythene and carbon targets* The 
statistical accuracy of their results did not provide 
any conclusive evidence as to tho energy dependence of cJq 
but the method did show that it was feasible to detect 
positive pions down to 5 HoV* The scintillation counter 
is therefore comparable with the photographic emulsions 
as a low energy pion detector*
An overall picture of the available experimental 
information on the photoproduction of positive plone 
from hydrogen as presented by Bernatdinl (1959) la given 
in fig«(9)« It can be seen that there was not a complete 
set of measurements in the photon energy range from 
threshold up to 200 MeV, which indicated tho energy 
dependence of the cross-section* The difficulty
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of conparing the rosulto from different laboratorlea has 
been amply illustrated# emphasising the importance of a 
complete sot of measurements of the cro6S«*section 
from hydrogen in the energy region from threshold up 
to 200 MeV#
3# Present Experiment
Consider an ideal experiment in which there is a 
large number of quanta available for pion production*
The proton target could then consist of a thin film of 
liquid hydrogen which would not disturb the pion once 
it was created* The parti d o  detector would only bo 
sensitive to positive pions and would be located close 
to the hydrogen target at a very small angle to the 
Y-ray beam direction# By this method it would then be 
possible to measure the energy dependence directly down 
to threshold# Obviously such an experiment is out of the 
question at the present time # but it does provide a 
fundamental approach on which to design a threshold 
experiment#
In the present experiment# a thin-walled flat 
target was exposed to the 250 HeV bremsstrahlung beam of 
the Glasgow electron synchrotron* Plena in the energy
-  34 *
range from 6 to 40 KoV were detected by a counter 
telescope placed at an angle of to the Y-ray beam.
The counter telescope consisted of two counters# a thin 
front counter and a second main counter in which the pions 
were brought to rest and detected by their characteristic 
jji^ decay. Further separation of the pions from 
the electron and Y-ray background was provided by ^  and E 
pulse height selection measurements in the thin and main 
counters. Pions in the higher energy region were studied 
by placing a copper absorber between the two counters.
This enabled the energy dependence of the cross-section 
to be studied in the Y-ray interval from l60 to 195 HcY# 
which according to the dispersion theory should show a 
variation in the value of ao by 20^, A description 
of the liquid hydrogen target and the pion detection 
system are given in the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER H I  
Liquid Hvdrofi^ on Target
1. Introduction
In all bremchos of high energy nuclear physics# 
involving a study of the free proton# solid CH^ targets 
provide the simplest source of protons. The cross- 
section from hydrogen is obtained by performing a second 
experiment with a carbon target and carrying out a straight 
forward subtraction. This type of target has advantages 
over a liquid hydrogen target in that it is well defined 
geometrically and the experimental effort is greatly 
reduced.
In a threshold experiment however# when the pions 
have very little penetrating power# the target must be 
very thin to avoid absorption and scattering of the 
emerging mesons. Long experimental runs aro 
therefore required to provide a statistical accuracy of 
5^# and unless the polythono and carbon runs aro 
performed simultaneously e.g, Adamovich (l$6o)# the 
targets should be interchanged repeatedly to avoid any 
error in instabilities of the synchrotron or the detection 
system. Further# the background of electrons and Y-raya 
from this solid target is a source of embarrassment at
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forward angles for any detector of low energy plons.
Figures (lOa) and (lOb) illustrate the angular
distribution of the electrons and Y-raya from pair
production and Compton effect respectively. Since the
Compton process has a Z dependence# and the pair production 
2has a Z dependence# the carbon provides a very large 
proportion of the total background. The solid target 
has the further disadvantage that it produces a large 
flux of protons from the photo-disintegration of carbon 
(^ 10 pb/ster)#
High pressure hydrogen gas targets have been used 
extensively in the photoproduction of pions from hydrogen 
(white et al 1952# Walker et al 1955)# They readily 
satisfy the condition of small energy degradation and 
scattering of the reaction products# but a substantial 
background is produced in the thick pressure windows#
The targets are generally of large dimensions# and 
therefore cannot be used with scintillation counters 
because of the lack of angular resolution. This 
difficulty has been overcome by placing photographic 
emulsions inside the pressure vessel (Kirk 1961)#
Nuclear emulsions have been irradiated with Y-rays# the 
emulsion providing both the target and the detector
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(Adamovichf 1958), but the method has been mainly 
confined to TT star measurements in emulsions loaded 
with deuterium.
The liquid hydrogen target has the advantage over 
the solid target that long background runs are not 
generally required and the background from the liquid 
hydrogen is very much reduced. For the liquid hydrogen 
target to retain this advantage and exhibit a better 
overall performance# it must satisfy the following 
spocificationi•
(1) The walls of the target chamber must be thin 
to let the pions escape# and of low Z material 
to reduce the background as much as possible#
(2) The target must be parallel«*sidod and remain 
uniform in thickness throughout the experimentt
(3) Small angle pion scattering from the walls of 
the target chamber must be avoided#
(4) The distance from the target to the pion 
detector must be as short as possible.
(5) The target should accept the total Y**ray flux 
to avoid any uncertainty in the beam profile#
Â liquid hydrogen target was designed to meet those 
requirements•
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2. Poscrlptlon of Hydrogen Target
The design of the liquid hydrogen target from the 
practical point of view is to keep the loss rates of the 
liquified gases in the system as low as possible # and to 
facilitate ease in assembling. The target was thorefore 
constructed in two separate sections# as shown in fig.11# 
which is a scale drawing of the complete target assembly.
The liquid hydrogen target A was enclosed in a liquid 
hydrogen cryostat similar in design to that of Whalin 
and Ritz (1955) end Bellamy et al (i960). The liquid 
hydrogen refrigerant at atmospheric pressure was contained 
in the hydrogen reservoir# which comprised a copper 
cylinder 19 in in length, 3*9 in in diameter and three 
litres in volume. This reservoir was supported from 
a brass plate (fig.12) by four copper*nickel (low 
conductivity) tubes# three of 3 mm diameter and one of 
12 mm diameter; the latter provided tho inlet tube to 
the liquid hydrogen reservoir. These four tubes were 
thermally anchored to the liquid nitrogen reservoir by 
an intermediate bridge# which increased substantially 
the temperature gradient between this bridge and the 
top plate at room temperature. By this method# the 
heat input by conduction to the liquid hydrogen was
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reduced at the expense of the liquid nitrogen* The 
level of the liquid hydrogen refrigerant was monitored 
by a level indicator device which relied on the email 
change in capacitance ( ^ 12^) of two concentric tubes 
when the intervening apace was filled with liquid 
hydrogen or liquid hydrogen vapour* This capacitance 
(^ 50pF) formed part of a tunod circuit fed from a 
standard oscillator# and the resonant current was measured 
through a cathode follower output*
Tho small target reservoir C# silver-soldered to 
the bottom of the main hydrogen reservoir was connected 
directly to tho liquefying coils as shown in figure (ll)* 
Of tho two thin copper-nlckol tubes running the entire 
length of the reservoir# one was coupled directly to the 
target slice A and tho other was coupled to B* The 
target reservoir and tho target chamber A formed a 
closed system separate from the main hydrogen refrigerant* 
The heat input to tho hydrogen cryostat was reduced 
by a liquid nitrogen radiation shield* The nitrogen 
reservoir consisted of two concentric brass cylinders 
of 5 in and 6 in external diameter,suspended from an 
annular brass disc by three equally spaced 10 mm diameter 
copper-nickel tubes* The annular volume of the liquid
- 4o ^
nitrogen reservoir was U litres* The target radiation
shield was maintained in thermal contact with the
nitrogen reservoir by a demountable copper ring# dood
thermal conduction was ensured by inserting indium wire
between the reservoir# the copper ring and the target
radiation shield* The latter# a rectangular aluminium
box of 0*123 in wall thickness was attached to a 0*125 in
copper plate# which permitted the heat input to the target
radiation shield to be easily transferred to tho liquid
nitrogen reservoir* The walls of the radiation shield#
through which tho Y-ray beam and the emerging mesons
passed,wore covered with 0*0006 in aluminium* Very
thin target viewing slots were cut in this aluminium
and Were covered with Helinex*
The complete low temperature cryostat was enclosed
in a brass-walled vacuum Jacket# connected directly by
a 2 in diameter port to an oil diffusios? pump# which
—6maintained a vacuum of less than 10** mm Ilg* The heat 
input by convection was therefore eliminated# while the 
heat input through the residual gas was negligible*
The outer vacuum Jacket consisted of two parts which 
wore Joined together by a rubber "O’* ring vacuum seal*
The beam exit and entrance ports of 3*23 in diameter
—' 4l —
were located in the bottom section of the vacuum Jacket# 
to which beam extension pipes# one metre in length were 
attached* The counter telescope was therefore easily 
shielded from tho considerable background produced by 
the Y-raya in the air and also in the 0*001 in Helinex 
beam windows*
A 0*003 in thick Halinox sheet# through which the 
pions emerged# covered a port# which was of large 
diameter (5*5 in)# to avoid small angle pion ocattaring 
into the counter system* An additional sheet of 0*001 in 
Melinex was attached to each window of the vacuum Jacket 
forming a double wall* Dry nitrogen gas was passed 
through tho space formed by the double wall to prevent 
condensation of water vapour on tho aluminium walls of 
the radiation shield# at liquid nitrogen temperature *
If this frost was deposited on the heat shield# it 
introduced a slowly increasing background end gave a 
higher liquid nitrogen loss rate due to increased 
emissivity*
Fig*(l3a) shows the completely detachable target 
chamber# consisting of a copper annulus 3*5 in o*d* #
4*23 in i*d* and in thick# on both sides of which 
thin Helinox sheets wore cemented with Araldite to form
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tho walls. Compression rings# as shown In fig*(13a)# 
were provided to keep the walls taut. Thin target 
walls satisfy one of the requirements previously stated* 
but these walls would bulge into tho vacuum space* and 
therefore would not remain parallel and uniform in 
thickness throughout the experiment. Por example * 
with this present target geometry the walls would bulge 
outwards by 1*3 cm at the centre for a pressure difference 
of 1 atmosphere. In order to ensure that the target 
walls remained flat under all experimental conditions^ 
a special technique of pressure compensation was developed* 
A Melinex sheet was clamped to the outer surface 
of each compression ring and the enclosed space B was 
filled with a non«condensable gas at liquid hydrogen 
temperature* e.g. a helium-hydrogen mixture. The liquid 
hydrogen part of the target is indicated by A in the 
diagram. The pressure of the gas mixture in B was 
always maintained exactly equal to the vapour pressure 
of the liquid hydrogen in A by a compensator* thus ensuring 
that the walls remained accurately flat* The target 
bulge has therefore been taken up by the outer walls of 
tho helium jacket. The description of the compensator 
is given in section 3*
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The complete structure vas clan<ped together by 
twelve 4 B.A.. braes screws, and tho vacuum seals were 
achieved with indium wire, which has been found to make 
an excellent vacuum seal between metal and Melinex at 
liquid hydrogen temperature, provided that a high 
uniform pressure distribution can be permanently maintained* 
Araldite was preferred for the vacuum seal of the liquid 
hydrogen target chamber A, since the hot setting process 
helped to keep the Helinex walls taut*
The actual target chamber which was in operation 
in the threshold experiment is Illustrated in fig.(l4).
Two 68 ohm carbon resiators, situated at the top and 
bottom of the vertical brass tube constituted tho target 
liquid level indicator* This device depended on the 
principle of the more rapid dissipation of lieat from a 
carbon resistor when in the liquid than in tho vapour, 
and the high temperature coefficient of a carbon resistance 
at very low temperatures* In operation the resistors 
were independently connected into an external Wheatstone 
bridge, the resistor in the vapour causing a rapid shift 
in balance point, in contrast to the negligible shift 
when in the liquid* The three thin copper tubes, 
which emerge from the target, were soldered directly to
«I
■M
Fig«X4o Liquid Hydrogen Target used for the aj"
measurements@ The target centre is defined 
by the aluniinlaed spot*
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the three thin copper-nickeX tubes, which were connected 
to the main hydrogen reservoir. One of theso tubes 
was connected to the helium Jacket B, and the other two, 
connected in parallel with the level indicator, formed 
the inlet and exhaust of the liquid hydrogen chamber*
The target was in good theraal contact with the target 
reservoir by the insertion of indium wire pressed between 
two 0*25 in copper plates clamped together by 6 B.A* 
screws*
3* The Comnensator
The compensator was designed to keep the target 
walls flat, i*e* to ensure that there was never any 
pressure difference between A and B* The changes which 
could have occurred in the vapour pressure of the liquid 
hydrogen in the target were due to the changes in the 
atmospheric pressure, or due to ortho#»para conversion in 
the liquid hydrogen of the target, or the refrigerant*
For example, a normal day-to-day variation in atmospheric 
pressure could change the temperature of the refrigerant 
by as much as 0*05^K, corresponding to a change of 
approximately one cm Hg in the vapour pressure of the 
target liquid* The change in vapour pressure due to
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ortho-para conversion vas a slow process In comparison, 
and depended on the age of the liquid hydrogen*
The compensator is illustrated in fig#(13b). It 
consisted of a thin flexible rubber bladder, contained 
within a 3 in diameter glass sphere at room temperature* 
The bladder was connected directly to the hydrogen-helium 
gas nixturo in D, and the sphere to the vapour of the 
liquid hydrogen in A# Any pressure difforonce in A 
and D was immediately referred to the flexible walls of 
tho rubber bladder, which automatically deflated or 
Inflated to counteract this effect# Tho target chamber 
A, the target reservoir C + liquefying coils and the 
glass sphere, formed a closed system, as did the helium 
Jacket B and the bladder* The two closed systems 
could be Joined together by a tap T (not shown)*
The overall performance of the compensator was 
determined by measuring^with a microscopepthe variation 
in target thickness at room temperature against an 
applied pressure difference across the target window 
separating A end B* The results given in fig*(15) 
show that the compensator operated successfully over a 
range of approximately 45 cm Ilg pressure difference*
This was equivalent to o range of ^  3 cm Hg when the
I
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mtarget chamber was at liquid hydrogen temperatures ; 
because the volume of the compensating gas was reduced 
by a factor of ^ 1 5  in going from room temperature 
(#v300°K) to liquid hydrogen temperature (20#4^K)#
4* The l^illln" Procedure
As the filling procedure for this type of target 
was fairly complex, the operation will be presented for 
clarity in chronological steps. The target was Initially 
evacuated to diffusion pump pressures (-^ 10**^  mm Hg) at 
room temperature, and tho hydrogen and nitrogen reservoirs 
were filled with dry hydrogen gas to one atmosphère.
The tap T was opened, and the target chamber A, helium 
jacket, and compensator were evacuated to approximately 
10^^ mm Hg by a backing pump. The nitrogen reservoir 
was then filled with liquid, and approximately 2h hours 
were allowed for the whole assembly to roach an 
equilibrium temperature. The hydrogon reservoir was 
then connected to a liquid hydrogen Dewar by a vacuum 
Jacketed transfer tuba, and tho reservoir was filled 
with liquid hydrogen by Judicious use of a football 
bladder to provide tho overpressure required to fill 
the target.
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To Till the target, hydrogen gas vae passed through 
a cold trap to remove any moisture and through activated 
charcoal at liquid nitrogen temperatures to remove any 
impurities. The dry gas was filled in to both A and 
B simultaneously to a pressure of 4 cm Hg below the 
pressure at which liquefaction occurred. The tap T was 
then closed, and hydrogen and helium gas were slowly fed 
into A and D separately until the liquefying pressure 
was reached (^75 cm Hg). This process was carried 
out manually using two separate needle valves, any small 
pressure difference being counteracted by the compensator. 
The compensator was then closed off from the target system 
and the hydrogen gas was fed into A, only, at a few 
era Hg overpressure* This was possible as the design 
of the target allowed the walls of A to bulge slightly 
outwards* The purified gas was cooled to 77^K initially 
by the thermal bridge and was subsequently liquefied 
in the coils and in the target reservoir. The target 
was then filled by the flow of liquid from the target 
reservoir into the target chamber under gravity. The 
pressure in b was adjusted by adding or subtracting 
gas until the bladder was in a semi-inflated position, 
the pressuro in A equal to that in B, If the compensator
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was approaching the extremes of its operational range 
i.e. fully inflated or fully deflated, it was returned 
to its central position by addition or subtraction 
of helium gas.
The background counting rate from the target was 
measured by removing the liquid hydrogen, and filling 
in the hydrogen-helium mixture into A and B with the 
connecting tap T open. The error in this method 
compared to the true background measurement with A 
evacuated was very small (0.4^). Rapid background 
znoasurements were possible with a previous smaller target 
chamber of similar design, by closing off the exhaust 
tube from the liquid target and supplying heat to the 
target liquid via tho lower level indicator resistor.
This forced the liquid up into the target reservoir C 
(fig.11) where it remained as long as heat was supplied#
5* Performance of the Liquid Hydrogen Tarf^ et
Tho performance of the liquid hydrogen target was 
judged by comparison with the thin solid target which 
had the advantage of a well defined geometry.
The target thickness of 1.4? cm, which was measured 
to an accuracy of 0*3^ by means of a microscope, remained
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constant as long as the pressure in A# the target 
chamber, was equal to that in B, the helium jacket.
The target thickness was chosen as a compromise between 
a eufficently high counting rate in the detector and 
the smallest possible energy loss of the pions in the 
liquid hydrogen# Tho performance of the target was 
improved by placing the target slice at an angle of 60° 
to the Y-ray beam. This increased the effective 
target thickness presented to tho beam by a factor of 
1,16 and also lessened the energy degradation of the 
pions in reaching the detector# The counting rate
in the energy range 5 to 2$ MeV for a solid angl^ e of 
3#10^^ star, was approximately three per minute from the 
target, bombarded by a 250 MeV bremsstrahlung beam of 
10 oquivalent quanta per minute# As the detection 
efficiency of the apparatus for TT^  mesons was of the 
order of 30^# the counting rate in the detector would 
therefore be roughly one pion per minute in the low 
energy range# The actual average counting rate during 
the experiment was 0*5 meson/min, as the figure assumed 
above for the Y-ray flux was high#
It was of the utmost importance in the determination 
of the number of target protons that the angle of the
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target to the Y-ray beam was accurately 60^, since an 
error of 2 degrees would have changed the target thickness 
by as much as 3^# The design of the target allowed 
this measurement to be easily and accurately determined# 
Similarly, it was essential to ensure that the exact 
central position of the target coincided with the centre 
of tho Y-ray beam. The verification of this was 
obtained by defining the path of tho Y-ray boam with a 
parallel beam of light passing through the target and the 
beam ports# The centre of the beam was defined by 
cross-wires attached to the beam ports and the procedure 
was carried out with the nitrogen radiation shield 
removed# The light beam, reflected through tho large 
60^ port from tho central aluminised disc (cf# fig«l4) 
on the target wall, provided additional verification of 
the inclination of the target to the beam direction#
The number of pions in the absorber-out runs 
detected in the counter telescope was approximately 
one in five of the total number of events which were 
photographically recorded, when the liquid hydrogen target 
was employed# The ratio of the number of pions to the 
total number of recorded events with the same detection 
system was roughly one in twenty for a thin polythene
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target# The subsequent analysis of the data was therefore 
much easier.and less time consuming with the large 
reduction in tho random counting rate# Corrections for
dead time losses in the electronics were therefore 
also reduced using tho hydrogen target# These 
corrections are more fully discussed in chapter V#
The background pion counting rate from the empty 
target was approximately ^th of the full target counting 
rate# This background was produced mainly from the 
carbon and oxygen in the Helinex walls, and necessitated 
a background run of approximately ^th of the total time 
to obtain the optimum statistical accuracy#
From the above considerations, it can be seen 
that the geometry of the liquid hydrogen target was as 
accurately determined as that of the solid target# In 
addition, the lower background counting rates and the 
considerable improvement in the efficiency of the true 
pion counting rate from the target protons^emphasise 
the importance of the liquid hydrogen target#
In designing the liquid target, an estimate of the 
approximate rate of transfer of heat into the target 
assembly was necessary in order to determine the liquid 
hydrogen and nitrogen loss rates# In general, heat
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may be transferred by conductIon^ convection and 
radiation* Thermal gas conduction and convection can 
be neglected as a source of heat transfer by maintaining 
a vacuum of loss than 10*”^  mm Hg* The heat input to the 
low temperature cryostat by conduction was reduced ae 
much as possible by use of low conductivity copper*» 
nickel tubing# The inside of the vacuum chamber# the 
nitrogen and hydrogen reservoirs were lined with highly 
polished aluminium foil of low emissivity to reduce the 
heat input by radiation#
The effective heat transfer can be listed as 
follows
(1) Radiant heat inflow from the vacuum Jacket to 
the nitrogen reservoir and radiation shield
"-7 0 watt*
(2) Iloat conducted along three coppcr-^nickel 
tubes supporting the nitrogen reservoir + 
k tubes to the thermal bridge /^* f watt#
(3) Radiant heat inflow from nitrogen reservoir 
to liquid hydrogen reservoir and target 
assembly 0'^ watt#
(4) Heat conducted along 4 Cu«»Hi tubes from 
thermal bridge to the hydrogen reservoir and
«. 53
hydrogen target ^  O -/ watt.
The total heat input to the nitrogen reservoir was'^f f watt# 
which corresponded to a rate of evaporation of liquid 
nitrogen of litres/day. The corresponding loss
rates for liquid hydrogen was ^  /• 3 litres/day. These 
calculated values# based on cryogenic data from Vhite 
(1959) were upper limits. The actual loss rates of 
liquid hydrogen and liquid nitrogen during the experiment 
were and / litres per day.
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CHAPTER IV
Detection of Low Energy TT^  Mesons
The detection of fast charged particles produced 
by a Y**ray beam is one of the most difficult problems 
in nuclear physics because of the presence of a large 
background radiation. The separation of particles 
of different mass# which do not have a characteristic 
decay, necessitates the measurement of two dynamic 
properties of the particle, which havo a separate mass 
dependence. The detection of mesons is simplified 
by its characteristic ^  decay, i.e. the
decays at rest into a of discrete energy 4.15 HeV 
with a mean lifetime of 2.5 10^ see. The JJ^  then 
decays at rest into a position of variable energy with 
a mean lifetime of ^  2.2 microsecond.
In general, the detection of charged particles 
can be divided into two separate classes, visible and 
electronic methods of detection. The photographic 
emulsion and the bubble chamber are most commonly used 
in particle physics as visible detectors. They give 
very precise definition in the measurement of the energy 
and angle of the reaction products and provide a 
permanently recorded library of information. The 
photographic emulsion is a continuously sensitive particle 
detector, and the same is now true of the bubble chamber.
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with the advent of fast cycling chambers, which can 
record every beam pulse. Pions are in general 
distinguished by their decay characteriatic^and the 
range of the pion in the detector before coming to rest 
determines the energy. The disadvantage of this 
technique was the long time spent in collecting and 
analysing the data to achieve the required statistical 
accuracy. This disadvantage is however being overcome, 
with the availability of computers and automatic scanning 
devices.
The electronic detector is generally designed to 
count only one particular particle by means of suitable 
electronic discrimination. This method therefore quickly 
provides the required information in a given energy region, 
but of course, involves much careful preparation and 
precision. The most versatile electronic detector in 
high energy particle physics is the plastic scintillation 
counter, where the scintillation response produced by a 
charged particle is converted into a pulse height at the 
anode of a photomultiplier. The fast decay time of the 
plastic phosphor (^3.10*^ sec) ensures that the 
detector has a very fast recovery time, a most important 
consideration whenever large particle backgrounds are
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prosent. For example, a background counting rate of
4
10 particles per beam pulse of one millisecond duration
7
is equivalent to a counting rate of 10 particles per
second. The fast response of the plastic scintillation
counter enables the incorporation of the JUit decay
property as a method of separating TT'*“ mesons.
The most common method employed for the separation
of particles of difforont mass is the determination of 
dlE d£.^  and D, where ^  is the rate of energy loss of a 
particle and E is the energy. It can be shown (Keck 
et al, 1952, Wolfe ct al, 1955) that to a good approximation
« o
where R is the range of the particle of mass I! and charge 
Z. It is therefore possible to distinguish single* 
charged particles of different mass H having the same 
range by a measurement of
dl^
The detection of low energy positive pions near 
threshold presents an even more difficult problem because 
of the low production rate and the small penetrating 
power of tho pions. It is therefore essential that a 
low energy pion detector can separate the IT^  mesons from
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the large background of electrons, protons and Y*rays 
and possess a high detection efficiency. Two methods 
have been developed combining the electronic and visible 
techniques for the detection of low energy mesons.
The first method to be described, distinguished the 
mesons by a time of flight technique (Lewis, Gabathuler 
and Azuma, I960), and the second method was an improved 
version of a fast delayed coincidence technique^initially 
developed by Lewis and Azuma (1959)* The description 
and performance of these two detection methods are 
prosentod in this chapter#
2, Detection of TT^  Mesons by Time of Flight
The separation of low energy TT*^  mesons was possible, 
theoretically, by correlating graphically the energy E 
of the particle and the inverse of the velocity, i.e. 
tho time interval for a given path length as shown in 
fig.(16). An increase in the particle separation was 
easily obtainable by increasing the flight path (X), 
but this had the adverse effect of decreasing the solid 
angle of detection ( ^  ). Conversely the possibility
of a very short flight path could only be entertained 
by increasing the resolving power of the timing machine.
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Xn order to obtain the shortest possible resolving times» 
high speed electronics were therefore essential for the 
optimum detection of low energy mesons*
The TT^  meson detector is shown schematically in 
fig. (17a) # The flight path was defined by two Î1.E.102 
plastic scintillation counters» counter 1 (1.5 % 1.5 % 0.03 
in) and counter 2 (3 % 2 x 1 in) placed 60 cmcpart*
The convention employed in giving the dimensions is 
height X width x thickness of scintillator. Pulses 
from the colloctors of the two counters turned off 
E 180 F limiter valves» which generated rectangular 
pulses of 3*10 sec duration. These two pulses 
overlapped and operated tho tin© analysing coincidence 
unit illustrated in fig.(17b). This latter unit 
consisted of a 6BN6 gated beam valve » which has the 
property of producing a current pulse at the anode# 
whenever two uniform pulses applied to the separate 
grids of the 6BN6 overlap in time (Janes and Kraushaar#
1954» Azuma and Lewis# 1957)# The conversion of time to 
pulse height was accomplished by integration of the 
current output of the 6BN6. The integrated pulse was 
then amplified and fed through a cathode follower output.
This pulse » whoso height was proportional to the
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time of flight» was used to trigger a Tetronix 517A
oscilloGcope and was also simultaneously displayed
on the fast time sweep as a delayed pulse (fig*17^)*
The individual oscilloscope traces wero photographed
on Ilford H*P*3 film* On this same trace was also
displayed the energy pulse from the 7th dynode of
counter 2* To increase the power of tho device» and to
help the assessment of the method» the dynode pulses
from counter 2 were led into 100 ohm cable to give pulses
■•8approximately 10** soc wide* This output pulse from the
7th dynode of the R.C.A* 6)42 had been examined for
linearity against the scintillation response of the
counter over the complete energy range under investigation»
by a calibrated hydrogen discharge tube (Leith» 1959)»
Tho tT particle was then identified and properly
recorded, as both tho TT^  and decay pulse wero
displayed as separate entities on the trace of the
oscJ.lloscope (5#10*® 60c/cm) » provided that the pion
••8lived longer than ^  10** sec* The time distribution 
could therefore be plotted and checked with the 
2,5 10 sec pion lifetime*
Counter 3 served as an anticoippidence counter 
for particles which passed through counter 2. The
6o
pulsee from counter 3 were appropriately delayed and
displayed on the trace with inverse polarity (fig,17a)#
so that traces exhibiting such pulses were rejected in
the analysis* Unless the anticoincidence pulse was
provided, particles passing through counter 2 only
gave up a fraction of their energy and therefore
produced uncorrelated events in the time of flight
versus energy graph*
The peramotors which were in fact measured during
the experiment, were the pulse height corresponding to
the tine of flight of the particle and the scintillation
response S,defining the energy E of the particle * Tho
apparatus had, therefore to be calibrated for pulse
height against time of flight, which also verified
the linearity of the device* The resolving power of
the timing system was also of interest in assessing the
shortest flight path which could bo chosen» without
losing particle separation* An approximate time
calibration was effected with the aid of the more
ll4energetic electrons from an In p«»ray source passed 
into the system* Various lengths of 200 ohm delay cabling 
were then inserted between the counters and the time 
analysing unit* A plot of pulse height versus metres
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delay is illustrated in fig*(18^) verifying the linearity
of the apparatus* This time calibration, however,
when applied to mesons and protons, could be uncertain 
«*9by 10 sec because of the variation in pulse rise 
time ae a function of the pulse height*
A resolving tine of 7*10^ sec (fig*l3a) was 
obtained with the system using an indium source, when 
pulse height selection methods were employed* The 
latter consisted of talcing slow dynodo pulses from each 
counter, which were amplified and fed through 
discriminators into a Rossi coincidence unit of 
#vl microsecond resolving time* The output from this 
unit was supplied as a gate pulse to a Hutchinson- 
Scarrot type multi-channel kicksortor in coincidence with 
the amplified pulses from the fast coincidence box#
By adjusting the discriminator bias^only those pulses 
produced by the very energetic p-particles wero selected* 
The advantage of this method was that the resolving 
power of the fast coincidence unit was measured under 
conditions similar to those in an actual experiment.
The most difficult technical problem associated 
with the counter system^was the light collection 
efficiency required by counter 1 to produce a strongly
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limiting pulae at the collector for a fast charged
particle* An obvions way of avoiding this difficulty
was to increase the thickness of the thin scintillator#
but this was prevented by multiple scattering in the
plastic material* For example# a 10 MeV pion suffers
a deviation of ^  Ig^ in traversing 0*2g in of plastic
scintillator^and therefore would cot have entered
counter separated by 60 cm from counter 1* A
specially designed crystal holder coupled to an n*C«A* 6810A
photomultiplier# which had superior gain to the H*C*A* 6342,
was therefore constructed to overcome this difficulty*
The crystal mounting comprised a cylindrical can#
2*5 in diameter and 4 in in length# containing 2 ùa ports
for the particle windows* The inside of tho container
was lined with Plaster of Paris# and the innermost
particle windows were of highly reflecting aluminisod
Melinex# which was found to improve the light collection
efficiency by as much as 20^* The energy resolution
capabilities of the thin front counter wero 50?^ full-
203
width at half-height using 280 keV Hg Y-rays* The 
energy resolution of counter 2 was measured as l4% 
using the 2#6 MeV Y-ray from Th
The time of flight telescope was set up at
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approximately 120® to the Y-ray beam of the Glasgow 
synchrotron# with the front crystal 8 In from a -§ Im* 
thick polythene target# viewed approximately end-on.
The 60 m flight path was evacuated by means of a largo 
3 in diameter aluminium tube# with 0.001 in Helinex 
windows# to minimise scattering and absorption in the 
air. All the photomultipliers wore magnetically 
shielded from the stray synchrotron magnetic field by 
mu-metal shields. Tho synchrotron was operatod at 
320 IIeV and the duration of the beam was ^  600 |i sec.
Tho film records of the Individual traces were 
analysed and the results plotted* The results of one 
of a series of experimental runs is illustrated in 
fig.(19)* From this figure# it is seen that the mesons 
(o)# identified positively by the presence of the decay 
pulses# all lie on the lover band# which is distinct and 
apart from the upper band of particles# which were 
predominately protons. The lower band also contained
mesons# which had decayed in such a short time that 
the decay pulse was not distinct from the pulse#
and also mesons from TT^  decays in flight. The 
combined number of these was expected to be of the 
same order as that of the identified TT^ mesons.
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Some TT raeson» also contributed to the space between 
the bande» since the energy released In the main counter 
from the TT* stars displaced these points from the TT’'" 
band #
The meson curve was to some extent self#*callbrating# 
The TT^  mo sons havo a maximum energy of 24 MeV» 
corresponding to their range In the 1 In scintillator» 
Since the TT^  decay at rest in isotropic in direction» 
only 50^ of tho pions which docayed at the rear surface 
of tho counter recorded a in the counter. This 
cut-off provided a high energy calibration point. A 
low energy calibration point was then obtained from the 
constant pulse height by the Seitz relation (Taylor 
et al 1951) * since the ratio of the TT^  mass to mass 
is close to unity. This relation states that the 
pulse height from a TT^  particle of energy 4»15 % 1&33 
equal to 5#5 MeV is given by 1*33 times that of the 
particle. Two energy calibration points wero therefore 
obtained and the time of flight associated with these 
meson energies calculated. These two check points are 
indicated in the meson band ( + ) and were consistent 
with the previous time calibration.
The fluorescent response S of organic scintillators
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to heavy Ionising particles Is known to be non-linear. 
Birks (1951# 1953) has derived tho expression
dLS R ^
êül ■ — iï.
,+ 4^p4E
j 2
where ^  is the specific energy loss, and A and kg are 
constants for a given scintillator. The scintillation 
response of N.E.102 for protons has been examined by 
Evans and Bellamy (1959) and by Gooding and Pugh (i960). 
They found that above relationship was closely followed 
for kg 33 0.01. Assuming that the sane relationship 
also holds for mesons» the upper curve was drawn 
for protons and the lower one for pions* The curves 
were consistent with the experimental points. Xt was 
hoped that the experiment might have given a quantitative 
measurement of the degree of non-linearity between S and 
£ y since this could be a source of error in any accurate 
TT^  experiment involving pulse height measurements. 
However» the uncertainty in the time calibration and the 
lack of statistics did not make any quantitative
measurements of the non-linearity possible. The 
experimental results were consistent with tho prediction 
that the effect is small for TT*'" mesons.
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Tlie results of the experiment provided the first 
evidence that it was possible to separate pions from 
protons and eloctrons in the low energy region. For 
pion detection from Y-raya# the difficulties appear 
increasingly at the lowest energies,where the random 
counts are evident below 4 IIoV (fig.19). For reliable 
pion detection» it is therefore essential to overdotermine 
the pion by the additional inclusion of ^  identification.
The main disadvantages of this method for accurate 
experimental determinations of low energy cross-
soctions are the small solid angle of tho detector to 
the target » and the uncertainty in the time calibration.
The corrections for TT^  decay in flight and multiple 
scattering in the front scintillator would also introduce 
uncertainties in the evaluation of the cross-sections.
Any attempt to Increase the dimensions of the main 
counter in order to obtain a larger solid angle decreases 
the resolving power of the device^because of the time 
taken by the light signals to reach the photomultiplier 
from different parts of the phosphor.
Tho method» however» does indicate the difficulties 
involved in detecting low energy pions and did in fact 
provide the starting point for the development of the
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second method» which will be described in section 3# 
Time of flight methods have been eucceesfully 
incorporated into the separation of mesons from 
pions and protons» using magnetic spectrometers at 
narrow angles to the Y-ray beam by Donoho and Walker 
(1957)# and McDaniel ot al (1958).
— -V*
3. TT Détection by Delayed Coincidence
The xf* ©loctronic detection methods^vhich have 
been considered so far in this chapter,have employed 
variables which have a separate mass dependence to 
provide tho discrimination between the various particle 
groups* In tho time of flight technique» the 
decay was incorporated as an additional labelling of tho 
low energy positive pion* Xn the delayed coincidenco 
detection method however» tho decay provided
the basic Identification of the pions » and the mass 
discrimination was incorporated for additional TT^ 
separation*
If the TT^  mesons are brought to rest in a time 
which is short compared to their lifetime» then the 
majority of those pions will decay at rest. Hence only 
one single counter in principle is required for the
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separation of mesons for energies up to a maximum 
determined by the thickness of the counter. The advantage 
of this system over the previous method is immediately 
obvious» since a single counter can be placed close to 
the target» subtending a much larger solid angle of 
detection» i,e, a greater counting rate*
When the detector was operated in the presence 
of electrons and Y-rays» it was possible to simulate 
the TT^  decay» and therefore a thin plastic
scintillation counter was inserted immediately in front 
of the main counter for unambiguous detection of low 
energy pions. An additional method of identification 
was included by examining the rate of energy loss 
in tho thin front scintillator» which greatly simplified 
the subsequent analysis.
The counter telescope and mode of display are 
illustrated schematically in fig,(20)* Tho thin counter 
consisted of a N,E,102 plastic scintillator 3*25 x 2#06 x 
0.025 in^CQUpled to an R,C.A, 7265 photomultiplier» 
and a 3 2 X 1 in scintillator coupled to an H,C,A, 63^2
photomultiplier constituted the main counter* The 
arrival of a meson in the main counter produced a 
pulse at the collector of tho photomultiplier» turning
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off two E 180 F limiter valves, which generated a
a
rectangular pulse of 3*5 10* sec duration, similar to
the previous mothod. This gate pulse was then delayed
before being applied to one of the grids of the 6BN6
fast coincidence unit* The output pulses from dynodo
10 of the main counter led directly into 200 ohm cable
in order to keep them as short ae possible, so that tho
TT und M* pulses were distinct» The length of the
tails of these dynode pulses were further reduced to
provide additional TT^ — JLlf distinction by the insertion
of a 0#5 metre 200 ohn clipping line terminated by on
Bo ohm resistance» These pulses were then amplified by
a Hewlett-Packard A type distributed amplifier and fed
directly to the other grid of the 6BH6 fast coincidence
unit» This unit was then activated if the pulse produced
by the decay particle appeared in coincidence with
the rectangular gate pulse as shown in fig»(20)» The
coincidence unit therefore operated over a known interval
of tho decay curve# determined by the duration
of the rectangular gate pulse» The output of the fast
coincidence unit was used to trigger the time-base of
a Totronis gl^A oscilloscope operated at a sweep speed 
mQ
of 2,10 sec/cm#
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The output from dynode 8 of the main counter led 
into a 100 ohm cable to givo pulses of approximately 
10*^ sec duration# which wero delayed and subsequently 
displayed# via a mixer unit# on the trace of the 
oscilloscope* Any event was therefore identified 
since both the TT^pulsa find its 4#1) HeV pulse 
were displayed on the trace* Any moson produced 
in the target and stopped in the main counter must havo 
passed through the thin counter* The meson however
produced from a pion of energy greater than 4 MoV in the 
main crystal would not pass through the thin counter 
and this provided a powerful method of TT^  detection# 
if the thin counter pulse was also displayed on the 
oscilloscope. The output from tho thin counter was 
delayed# mixed opposite in phase with respect to the 
output display from the main counter in the mixer unit# 
and displayed on the oscilloscope as shown in fig*(20)# 
The individual traces were then photographed on Ilford
H.P.S. film*
Â complete chart of all the delayed coincidence 
events which could trigger the oscilloscope are presented 
in fig*(21)# as they would appear on the trace* Event 2 
was produced by the passage of two charged particles into
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the nain counter» with the correct tine sequence# the 
later particle giving the same pulse height as the 
meson. This event was easily discarded by the double 
thin counter pulse. The most common random event 
which simulated a real pion was due to a charged particle 
followed by a Y-ray (3a#^a). Since these events were 
random in time# their inverse must have occurred with 
equal probability# i,e# a Y-ray of the required energy 
followed by a charged particle (3b#4b). These inverse 
events were distinguished from the random events by 
the position of the thin counter pulse on the trace.
Event 5 occurred because the tail of a large pulse# 
produced by an energetic proton or cosmic ray particle# 
was in coincidence with the rectangular gate pulse and 
was readily die carded. This * single" event could have 
been prevented by introducing extra delay into the 
collector channel# which then would have separated the 
gate from the large "single" pulse. This step was 
avoided as far as possible because it caused a rapid 
reduction in the detection efficiency due to the 
exponential nature of the JUU*" decay. The reasons
for making the dynode 10 pulses as short as possible 
and removing the tails of these pulses can now be
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clearly imderstooâ.
The additional criterion of measurement of the 
thin counter pulse made it possible to distinguish the 
events of type (3a) and (3b)# However event (4a) was 
not directly recognieable as a random event# since it
u g
gave the correct ^  pulse height. This event was 
produced by a rf'" which had rapidly decayed into a 14^  
pulse# or had not decayed within the duration of the 
rectangular gate# followed by a Y-ray of the correct 
energy. It was however possible to estimate the 
number of these events indirectly from a measurement of 
their inverses (4b). A plot of versus E# the
main counter pulse height for pions of energy up to 
25 MoV produced from the liquid hydrogen target^is 
presented in fig.(22). As expected# the random A. - Y 
and their inverse Y • A. events appeared in roughly 
equal numbers in the left hand corner. The number of 
random events of type (4a) was very small# since their 
inverses (o) lying in the meson band were few in number 
(<N*1^ )« Prom fig. (22)# it can be seen that the 
incorporation of ^  and E measurements into the 
decay detection system provided a very powerful tool
4r
for the unambiguous detection of TT mesons down to
30 - X a dç
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4 MoV.
As tho thin countox* provided Information on tho 
rato of onorcy loss ^  of tho partlcloo entering 
the main counter» Its energy résolution capabilities» 
ioe. light collection efficiency» was a very important 
consideration, Th© crystal holder consisted of an 
aXuoiniua container coatod on tho inaide with al%iainium 
oxide. The thin scintillator was coupled by a perspex 
light guide to an R,C.A. 7265 photomultiplier» which waa 
chosen for its high photo-cathode sensitivity. Tho 
thickness of the light guide was 0.2$ in to prevent 
Cercnkov effects» and the innermost foils of the particle 
windows wore highly reflecting 0.001 In aluminised Helinox# 
The pulse height resolution of tho thin crystal was then 
measured» selecting by a coincidence method the very 
onorgotio p-rays of (— 2 MoV) » which traversed tho
thin counter. Tho resolution obtained by this method 
was 6o^ ) full width at half-height.
Tho maximum energy Compton electrons of tho 2.64
ft
MeV Y-ray8 of Th C have a scintillation response in 
plastic^which is equivalent to that of a pion of 4 HoV 
and just loss than that of tho ààT meson. This source 
therefore enabled the time gate to be set up and also
- ?4 -
the length and resolution of the gate to be approximately
determined^by inserting artificial delay between dynode
10 and the collector of the main counter» The main
discrimination against unwanted events» e»g. low energy
electrons and "single" events» triggering off the
oscilloscope trace was provided by the trigger amplitude
of the Tetronix 517Â» which discriminated on the output
from the fast coincidence unit*
In order to ensure that the detection system did
not discriminate against the lowest energy mesons»
by Pr, leWlS
a method was developed^which provided an accurate knowledge 
of the trigger amplitude sotting* The main counter 
dynode 8 display pulses from the input mixer unit were 
amplified* lengthened and fed into the input display 
channel of a C.D.C* 100 channel kicksorter* A positive 
gate pulse» obtained from tho Tetronix 51?A was led into 
the coincidence channel of the kicksorter as shown in 
fig*23a* The Compton spectrum of tho Y-rays of Th 
in the main counter van then displayed either independently 
("ungated" spectrum)^or only in coincidence with the 
output from the 60N6 coincidence unit ("gated" spectrum). 
The latter choice was obtained by adjusting the 200 ohm 
delay cables to the 6BN6 unit to give prompt coincidences»
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1.0# the dynode 10 signal occurred inside the rectangular 
pulse of the collector. Fig.23h shows the complete 
"gated** Th Compton spectrum, corresponding to ssero 
bias on the trigger amplitude, together with partial 
spectra, corresponding to various settings of the 
trigger amplitude of the oscilloscope. Thia kicksorter 
display method was therefore capable of providing an 
accurate visual assessment of the setting of the trigger 
amplitude dlscriolnator.
The detection system was tested by preliminary 
machine runs using thin polythene targets. The validity 
of the detection system was checked by observing the 
counting rate for different E.H.T. voltages of the main 
counter and different settings of the trigger amplitude. 
Heasûrement3 of the cross-sections of plons from polythene 
were also carried out and the results were in accord 
with those of Lewis and Azuma (1939)# Similar tests 
were also carried out when the apparatus was placed at 
an angle of 60^ to the Y-ray beam direction^proving the 
validity of the detection system despite the fairly 
high background «
The detection system was therefore in an operational 
condition, and the experimental measurement of the
— —
cross-section for TT^ production from the hydrogen 
target was then carried out as is described in chapter V#
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CHAPTER V
The Determination of the TT^  Cross-section from Hydrogen 
1# General Experimental Method
The general lay-out of the experiment in the beam 
of the Glasgow University synchrotron is shown in 
fig,(24). The bremsatrahlung beam passed through the 
evacuated target chamber and intersected the liquid 
hydrogen target, which was inclined at an angle of 60^ 
to the beam direction. The counter telescope was placed 
at an angle of $8^ to the direction of tho beam, with 
the main counter 13 ba from the centre of the target.
The main counter was separated from the thin counter by 
approximately one inch, A 0.2) in thick copper screen 
was inserted la a fixed position between the two counters, 
allowing a higher range of pion energies to be detected. 
The electrons in the synchrotron were accelerated 
to an energy of 250 KeV before traversing the 0,06 in 
diameter tungsten wire to produce the bremsstrahlung beam# 
The duration of this beam was kept as long as possible 
during the entire experiment (*^2 millisec#) and this 
was an important factor in the success of tho experiment# 
The bremsstrahlung passed through a O#25 in defining 
collimator, through two scrubbing magnet© and finally
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into the quantameter of the type developed by Wilson 
(1957) at Cornell. A vacuum system extended from the 
beam window of the vacuum Jacket through the sweeping 
magnet to the collimator to minimise the electron 
background. Lead and iron shielding blocks, which 
prevented any stray radiation from entering the counters» 
were positioned so as to avoid possible pion scattering 
into the telescope. The maximum diameter of the beam 
at the target was 1.2f^ in» providing a one inch clearance 
from any metal parts of the target and vacuum system.
The energy of the Y-ray» which produced the maximum 
energy TT^  meson detected by the telescope was I96 HeV.
The maximum boam energy of 2)0 HeV was therefore chosen 
to prevent scattering of a high energy pion into the 
detector from the target walls. Any further reduction 
of the maximum beam energy would entail a very detailed 
knowledge of the shape of the upper region of the 
bremsstrahlung spectrum.
As the experiment was of 3 weeks duration» every 
effort was made to ensure that the counter system remained 
stable in operation throughout the entire run. A 1^ 
stabilised voltage regulator provided the A.C. supply for 
the counter telescope and the oscilloscope» and a
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stabilised heater supply was provided for the limiters 
and the fast coincidence unit. The E.H.T. voltage 
of the main counter was checked and recorded every 
morning and evening,and remained constant throughout 
tho experiment* A continuous monitor of the stability 
of the apparatus was of course provided by direct 
examination of the pulse hoight of tho meson» recorded 
on the film. Hough subsidiary checks were also obtained 
by photographing Th pulses every evening using prompt 
coincidences. A direct method of checking tho overall 
stability was performed every morning and evening using 
the kicksorter display method previously described.
The display of the "ungated" Th spectrum recorded 
for a given time interval provided direct evidence of the 
stability of the main counter and mixer unit. The 
stability of the oscilloscope and fast coincidence 
channel were determined by the position of the cut-off 
in the overlap coincidence spectrum. The trigger setting 
of the oscilloscope was however not critical » as it was 
possible to reduce the discrimination level slightly^ 
without any undue rise in the counting rate of the 
detector. The counter system was able to record mesons 
down to an energy of 3 MoV in the 1 in counter from the
—" 80 —
hydrogen target.
The kicksorter display method was also employed 
during the experiment to check the efficiency of the 
gate for all pions which decayed within the time interval 
of the gate. The number of counts in the gated spectrum 
(recorded at the experimental trigger amplitude setting) 
which fully overlapped the ungated spectrum above a 
given channel wore compared for the complete length of 
the rectangular gate pulse. The results showed 
that the pion detection efficiency was 100^ in the main 
operating region of the gate for the energies concerned* 
Further evidence for the 100^ efficiency of the gate 
was obtained from the analysis of the time
distribution#
The liquid hydrogen target required very little 
attention during the experiment» since the liquid 
nitrogen was automatically supplied every three hours 
using a time switch» and the liquid hydrogen cryostat 
only required filling every second day. A photograph 
of the target assembly and the filling systems is 
presented in fig.2). The compensator operated 
successfully and required very little adjustment during 
the experiment. The background runs were performed
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at the beginning and at the end of the experiment to 
minimi3e any effects of electronic or accelerator drifts# 
Similarly» tho absorber out and absorber in runs were 
regularly interspersed throughout the experiment.
The total energy content of the beam was measured 
by a Wilson type quantameter. since the energy calibration 
of this device is independent of the Y-ray energy# in 
contrast to the thick-walled copper ionisation chamber# 
which is the standard laboratory monitor at 320 KeV 
Y-ray energy. The quantameter is designed to 
automatically make a Simpson* s rule integration of the 
shower curve produced in the chamber by the bremsstrahlung 
beam. The chamber consisted essentially of twelve 
electrically pure copper plates# accurately machined 
to a thickness of 1 cm# and spaced alternately 2.0 and 1*0 
cun apart# except for the last gap# which was made 6*5 mm 
to compensate for any leakage of energy out of the 
chamber. The chamber was filled with a mixture of 95/t 
argon and 5% carbon dioxide to a pressure of 000 mm Eg 
at room temperature* A small mercury manometer# one end 
of which was open to the atmosphere# and tho other to 
the chamber# recorded the gas pressure in the chamber.
The total energy of the beam was accurately proportional
— 82 —
to tho ionisation charge# which was then collected 
and recorded. The calibration constant relating the 
energy to the charge has been calculated by Wilson (1957) 
to an estimated accuracy of 2^# and is given by
%  =  4 0_150 X
V  t ?! ' coulomb
where UL is the total beam energy in MoV, t* is the average 
plate separation in cm# is the ratio of gas pressure
in mm of Hg to the absolute temperature and is the 
charge collected in coulombs. P and T  were therefore 
continuously recorded throughout the experiment.
The charge cy from the chamber was collected by an 
integrating electrometer and recorded as revolutions on 
a decatron counting tube ; one integrator unit corresponding 
to one revolution. In order to determine the number of 
coulombs required to give one integrator count# a 
standard condenser# charged to a known voltage was 
discharged through the electrometer# and the number of 
revolutions recorded. The linearity of the integrating 
system was checked by repeating the process for various 
known charges. Linearity checks were also carried out 
continuously during the experiment.
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The total energy of the beam \X is normally specified 
in "equivalent quanta" defined as
a
Jko
n total energy content of the beam _ io
maximum photon energy 
where (LK is the number of photons between ^  and
Combining this expression with the constant 
for the quantameter and the integrator charge calibration# 
the constant for the monitor was then expressed in units 
of equivalent quanta/integrator« The total number of 
equivalent quanta which have been used in any run was 
then determined from the monitor reading.
2, Calculation of Cross-sections from Measured Counting Rate.
The films collected during the experiment wore 
subsequently analysed and all available information was 
recorded and plotted. The ^  versus E plots# similarCW*v
to those of fig.(22)# provided unambiguous detection of 
all the X* mesons down to an energy of 6 MeV# which was 
the lowest energy used in determining the differential 
cross-sections.
Pig(26) shows the time distribution plotted
N(t)dt
" b  =  2 ‘ 5 5  X  I O  * s e c  s .
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on a logarithmic scale of all mesons of energy greater 
than 6 MeV. This plot gave a precise measurement of 
the length of tho delayed coincidenco gate and shoved 
that the edges of this gate were sharp# The time
distribution was in accord vith tho mean lifetime of
m
2#55.10" sec# (Ashkin# 1959)# indicated by the straight 
line# and is further evidence of the lOOJo efficiency of 
the detection system for all yj* s&GSons greater than 
6 HeV energy in the main crystal# The sine wave output 
from a signal generator# calibrated against the 95 He# 
B«B«C# transmission# vas displayed and photographed on 
the Tetronix 51?A to check the linearity of the time 
base#
The histograms of tho pion energy distribution 
obtained vith absorber in and absorber out are shown in 
figs#(27a) and (27b) respectively# The energy scale 
was graduated in pulse height divisions# accurately 
determined on the film projector to —  0#5 divisions#
This scale was calibrated in terms of pion energy in 
lieY by the sharp cut-off in the energy spectrum# shown in 
fig.(27)# at 2^ HeV# The pulse height is also shown 
and provided a low energy calibration point using tho 
Seitz relation# as determined previously# A statistical
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accuracy of 5^ warn provided by tho selection of three 
energy intervals from the absorber out histogram# The 
threo energy intervals erctcnded from 6 to 23*5 MoV in 
the crystal, and the meson energy intervals at creation 
in the target were then determined from the range-energy 
tables of Rich and Madey (1955)* Only one energy 
interval was selected from the absorber out histogram, 
in order to minimise the possibility of large angle 
scattering in the copper absorber# Separate time 
distributions were also plotted for these energy 
intervals* which allowed en assessment of tho time gate 
to be made, as can bo seen in table 3, where all the 
experimental data is presented#
Before th© cross-sections were evaluated, the
raw experimental data had to be corrected for the various 
factors, which determined the overall efficiency for the 
detection of TT mesons,produced in tho liquid hydrogen 
target# Corrections were made for the following energy 
dependent factors#
(a) Decay in Fli/grht
The distance from the centre of the target to the 
main counter was 33*5 cm, and therefore a proportion of 
the low energy Tf^ mesons decayed In flight before
TABLE 3
5.8 — 12.0 
MeV
12.0 —  18.2 
M«V
18.2 — 23.7
MeV
10.0 —  23.7
HeV
%* Energy 
In Telescope
544 612 568 464
Total number 
of
(target full)
5 4 3 0
Number of 
Inverses 
(target ful3)
5851 5851 5851 3399 Ko • oflint=4.2%]C%^
66 83 83 56
Total no# of 
5C’*’( corrected) 
target empty
473 525 482 4o8
Nett no# 
of
0.33 0.35 0.35 0.31
Fraction of 
total TT^ 
decays 
detected in 
counter
0.0808
0.0042
0.0898
0.0045
0.0824
0.0043
0.1200
0.0070
No# of
%* / int egrator
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reaching the naln counter. The calculation was
6tralghtforward since only ^  decays were counted 
by the detector. The quantity
U
—  =r ÏT(tr^At*)pC
Wo
wao computed# where ç» = ^ ^ ; L was the
distance from the centre of the energy Interval of the 
crystal to the centre of the target# %(n^ -^ ju;*)was the 
mean llfe-tlne for tho decay of a at rest# and
No
was the fraction of those mesons starting which entered 
the main counter. The effect was quite considerable 
ranging from 7f^  to 11.5^ In the low energy Interval.
(b) Solid Angle Variation.
The solid angle subtended In the laboratory system 
was defined by the area of the counter and Its distance 
from the target* The solid angle therefore depended 
on where the mesons were produced In the one Inch crystal. 
The correction was largest In the highest energy Interval 
without absorber (^12^). The finite thickness of tho 
target Introduced an uncertainty Into the value of the 
solid angle# which was less than 1^,
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(c) îfultiplo Scattering and Nuclear Absorption 
The geometry of the counter telescope was arranged
to nlnimiso the errors due to ipultiple scattering as much 
as possible. For the thin counter and the copper 
absorber# a graphical evaluation of these effects showed 
that as many plons were scattered out# as were scattered 
into the main counter. This was further substantiated 
by calculationjUslng tho extensive results of Stemheinor 
(195^)* The multiple acattoring of plons out of the main 
counter was calculated# and the correction was 6 2^.
The nuclear absorption cross-sections were taken from 
Martin (19)2) and Stork (195^)# and were used to calculate 
the absorj^tlon In the plastic scintillator and In the 
copper. The maximum correction In the plastic was <
2^# and the correction in the copper absorber was also
(d) Target Corrections
The target corrections due to energy distortion of 
the pion emission spectrum wore complex# because of the 
continuous creation and degradation of the plons across 
tho target thickness» A detailed analysis of the target 
corrections has been developed by Lewis and Azuma (196I)#
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which showed that the target correction was relatively 
small (^1^), bocaasG of the falling cross-section and 
the thinness of the hydrogen teurget.
(c) Non-linearity of plon enerflrv/Sclntlllatlon 
Response
Tho calibration of the plon energy scale was 
performed assuming B S E  dependence • A small correction 
was applied for the non-linear dependence^which was 
derived by Blrks and tjas consistent with tho previous 
experimental observations. The correction was zero in 
the low energy Interval and ~  5% for the higher energies.
Corrections were made for the following factors 
which were not dependent on the energy of the plon
(1) decay
A mo son which decayed Into a JU^  meson was not 
counted In the analysis If the JL^  particle from the 
decay occurred within 10**^  sec. This correction was 
small { 1^) .
(2) Edge effects
A small fraction of the volume of the detector did 
not provide 100^ detection of the plons In tho crystal^
C9
since the JU^  meson could escape# This correction was 
also ^ 1^#
(3) Dead-time of the detector 
If a TT^  meson was preceded by a Y-ray or an 
electron within ^  lO"^ sec, it was possible for the 
system to miss the TT^  * unless it occurred within the 
delayed coincidence gate ^ produced by the electron or Y-ray. 
These dead-time losses were determined from the film 
records by tho inverse effect, i.e. the meson followed
by an electron or a Y-ray, and were of the order of 2^*
The differential laboratory cross-section for the 
production of mesons from hydrogen was derived
from the corrected pion counting rate H by tho expression
|\(= ^  y. b y. ÙIA, y. i\nM) ù A
d(A«
where W(>K) is the number of photons of mean energy ^  
within tho interval , Quu is the solid angle of
detection in sterad., and t is the number of pro tons/cm
in the target*
i ÛEn-
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where û £ n* the energy interval at creation in the 
target, and is a factor, dotomined from tho
kinematics of the reaction, which have been evaluated 
using the recent value of the pion mass (Crowe, 1957)# 
The expression for the differential cross-section\ 
can then be written
whora —:— is the solid angle transformation from the
laboratory to the centro-of-mass frame of reference*
The value of M(^) has been computed by Penfold and 
Lelss (195B) as a function of A  # for different values 
of , the maximum photon energy* The calculations
were based on the thin target bremsstrahlung cross- 
sections, as given by Schiff (1951)# and tho validity of 
this assumption la now considered* When the synchrotron 
R.F. power is slowly turned off, the electron beam 
spirals inwards and begins to traverse the edge of the 
vertical O.O6 in tungsten wire target* Any electron, 
which does not radiate on its first traversal, can therefore 
do so at a later time, since the normal energy loss of 
the electron in the target should not seriously effect
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the electron orbit* The photon angular distribution 
la therefore uncertain due to multiple scattering of the 
electrons in the tungsten wire* The collimation of the 
emerging bremsstrahlung beam by a 0*25 in collimator^ 
placed 125 cm from the target^selects only the bremsstrahlung
I
in an angular interval of 0*002 radian* The characteristic 
angle of the bremsstrahlung is given by ** 0*002
radian and hence the bremsstrahlung at the hydrogen 
target is produced prédominently in the first few 
thousandths of an inch in tho tungsten target*
Calculations (Powell et al 1951) indicated that this 
collimation system would jjroduc© a change in the tîiin 
target spectrum by only 3^* A small allowance (—  2*5^) 
was made in the determination of the cross-section for 
the reduction in the end-point energy of tho bean due to 
Its 2 millisec duration*
The centre-of-raass differential cross-sections were 
calculated at mean Y-ray energies of l62, I68 and 175 HeV 
with absorber out and lp2 HeV with absorber in* The 
results are presented in column 2 of table 4* The error 
limits refer to relative values in order to show the 
observed trend of the differential cross-section with 
energy* The errors quoted in table (4) are of tho
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order of 7^# and were compounded from the statistical 
deviations, which form the largest contribution, tho 
uncertainties in the correction factors previously 
determined, together with small uncertaintioo in the 
range^energy determinations #
An error in the absolute calibration could have 
occurred in addition, which would shift the experimental 
points as a whole,because of uncertainties in the beam 
calibration* The information pertaining to the bremsstiahliang 
bean monitors has been discussed by Do Wire (1959)# and 
from the evidence presented there, the absolute error in the 
calibration for the quantaraeter is ^ 5^# A comparison 
of the quantameter with the Cornell thick-wailed copper 
chamber was obtained at 320 MeV (Aitken and Gabathuler,
1961) and the measured ratio was consistent with the given 
ratio of the calibration constants of the monitors*
A transformation of the cross-sections at the 
centre-of-mass angles, shown in table 3 >to 90^ in the 
centre-of-mass was necessary in order to compare the 
results with the theoretical predictions and with the 
previous experimental data* The expression for the 
cross-section presented in Chapter 1 was
ir * w
ctwctn.
fao + o-i^ co»© + 0.+ + .....  ]
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and therefor© the values of Ou* and out which determined 
the anisotropy of the angular distribution were required* 
According to Adamovich (i960), this anisotropy was small 
for the pion angular distribution for Y-raya of energy 
185 HeV* Hence the value of Out was determined directly 
from ^  by tho kinematical factor W  , whlch was 
calculated as a function of the Y-ray energy* The 
values of oZ aro shown In tho last column of table 3*
3* Discussion of Results
The graph of the variation of at with Y-ray energy 
is illustrated in fig*(28), and the predicted rise of 
towards threshold is clearly visible* The solid curve 
shown for comparison is the single dispersion relation 
of Chew, Goldberger, Low and Nambu (1957)# calculated 
by Robinson (1959) for a laboratory angle of 5®^* The 
two peramoters of this theory are tho coupling constant 
and the resonance energy* The theory
relies in addition on the choice of experimental values of 
the S wave phase shifts, but the results are not sensitive 
to this choice close to threshold* The experimental 
results are in good absolute agreement with the single 
dispersion relations and therefore with the value of 
= COS.
3 0
«
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The solid curve also corresponds very closely to 
the double dispersion relation predictions given by 
Ball (i960) • The inclusion of the interaction 
is represented by the dotted line in fig.(2$)# which 
limits the interaction to the value A *  > I’iyC.
The experimental results do not lie outside these results, 
and seen to favour the A =  O curve.
This experiment was also carried out simultaneously 
in this laboratory by Rutherglen et al. (196O), by 
detecting the mesons with a four-fold coincidence 
telescope, employing ^  and H selection, to provide 
a separate Independent measurement of Q.^ . The results 
of this experiment are shown in fig.(29) together with 
the experiment results presented in fig.(28). The 
experiments were carried out using different modes of 
detection and different beam monitoring systems, yet the 
overall agreement between the results is good. Rutherglen 
et al. in their transformation to 90^ in the centre-of- 
mass used the values of and given by Bene vent ano
et al. (1956), which raised the values of nt the higher 
energies by as much as 15%. If the angular distribution 
given by Adamovich is assumed, then the value of ao 
determined by Rutherglen et al. at I9I and 200.6 HeV
A This Eipcrintnt. 
□ Rutherglen et ol.
c£
-20
- lO
190 200160 170 ItO
perlineatal plot of GL% vercun Ey 
tl&e reiiulta of this oxperlmont and thoso of 
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would coincide with the solid curve giving even better 
agreement between the experiments.
Conclusions
When this experiment waa commenced in 19$8# there 
w^re discrepancies in the field of Ibw energy pion 
physics. Sinco then more accurate information concerning 
the various other low energy experiments has been put 
forward. This recent data will now be compared with 
tho values given in Chapter 1,and assessment of tho 
overall state of the field of low energy pion physics 
will be made with reference to fig*(4).
The value of £X, tho difference in tho S-wave 
scattering lengths* which was derived by Cini et al in 
Chapter 1 was
A « 0*24 d 0*02 
and gave good agreement with the other low energy 
poracîetcrs. Barnes (19^0) derived a value of
A = 0*320 0.06
which had the effect of increasing the value of P X R 
by as much as 40%. Hamilton and Voolcock (ip60) 
collected together all the available S-wave scattering 
experimental data on which they performed a threshold
— 96 —
extrapolation as illustrated in fig«(30)* They obtained 
a value of
^  = 0.265 - 0.007
which is still relatively high compared to that given 
by Cini et al. They pointed out that in order to obtain 
tho correct phase shifts for pion-nucleon scattering* 
it was necessary to remove a factor due to pure Coulomb 
scattering* which had been ignored previously. This then 
gave a value
A  =0.245 - 0.007
consistent with the previous value given by Cini et al.
The results of this thesis ere in agreement with the 
threshold value of Clq * predicted by dispersion relations 
as given by Hamilton et al.
aj’ = (20.2 Î 1.5)10“^® cnV«ter.
These results can now be combined as shown in fig.(4) 
to give
pxR(ty= 2.0 * 0.15
The Panofsky ratio (p) has been neasured In many 
different laboratories and the results are presented in 
table (5}• Despite a wide fluctuation in the initial 
measurements of the ratio* the value
p = 1.60 - 0.06
0 . 5 1 .51.0
• AUp TinSKiAfS.
-  A ôrfRAftS tr AL.
-1 0 —  X Ô o ^ A U s K j   ^ S a c t / s  A A f p  S f £ / M 0 i A & J i K .
_ Ü CH'um AtSP
_ m £j>¥TAAP$ e r / I I .
F in #30. A plot of til© S -uavo phase s^hifts? C(; i^ üü 
against contra-of-oae© monontui".
TASLS ■?
Panofsky Ratio Tear Group
0.94 t 0.30 195X Panofsky et al*
1.50 * 0.15 1957 Caasels et al*
1.87 Î 0.10 1958 Fisher et al*
1.60 - 0.17 1959 Suehner et al*
1.46 i 0.10 1959 Roller et al*
1.47 Î 0.10 1959 Derrick et al.
1.62 - 0.06 i960 Samies et al*
1.56 - 0.05 1961 Jones et al*
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is now fairly conclusive, in agreement with the results 
of the Liverpool measurements,finally quoted in Chapter 1# 
In the previous discussion (Chapter 1), it was 
stated that despite any precise experimental measurements 
of tho ratio in deuterium, the exact derivation of
R, the free nucleon ratio was somewhat precarious* 
Fortunately, this part of fig*(4) has been by-passed 
very recently by a very noat experiment,undertaken by 
Gatti et al (lp6l) at C*E*R«N*, indicated by the dotted 
line* They measured the differential cross-section 
for the reaction
X* ♦ p t ♦ n 
by detection of the emerging neutron using time of flight* 
The incident pion energy was 92 HeV, which was equivalent 
to a Y-ray energy of 188 MeV in the centre-of-mass of 
the reaction* They derived a value
n « 1*34 ± 0*15 
using the TT experimental results of Beneventano et al
(1956)# The result of Gatti et al was in good agreement 
with the value of 1,30 predicted by Dispersion relations, 
and opened the way to more measurements closer to threshold 
by this method*
If the value of R is therefore taken as 1*30,
— 98 —
then
(i) . 2,08 Î 0.08
which la In good agreement with
p X Mtl » 2,0 Î 0.13 
Although the threshold discrepancy was theoretically 
solved by the introduction of the retardation term into 
the interaction Hamiltonian, this step has been borne 
out by the experimental results of the energy dependence 
of n.0 , presented in this thesis* To extend the
experimental values of do closer to threshold (131*4 
MeV) requires the measurements to be carried out at very 
forward angles ( •“30^)* It is doubtful if any new 
information would be gained,because of the difficulties 
in making accurate measurements by the present method* 
For example, there is a very rapid increase in the back­
ground radiation in moving to forward angles as can be 
seen from fig*(lO)*
An isotropic distribution based on the results of 
Adamovich et al* was assumed for the determination of do 
from tho differential cross-sections* Any deviation 
from isotropy had a verysmall effect ( ** 2^) on the 
values of O-o near threshold, but changed the valu© at 
the higher Y-ray energies by as much as 13^* An
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accurate angular distribution is therefore of importance 
in the Y-ray interval up to 200 MeV, to give an accurate 
assessment of the energy dependence of ctt » and in 
addition to provide a precise determination of the 
pion-nucleon coupling constant* It is difficult to 
foresee how any new information on the ^ /jT^  ratio 
from deuterium will accurately determine R* The most 
likely measurements to assess R are those similar to 
that carried out by Gatti et al, taken in conjunction 
with the TT^  cross-section from hydrogen*
The role of the % meson in understanding nuclear 
phenomena is already demanding a higher degree of 
experimental accuracy with the introduction of the 
pion-plon interaction* In view of the recent experimental 
evidence of the pion-hyperon and kaon resonance states, 
it may be that a complete understanding of the role of 
the pion will not become available until the K-mesons 
and hyperons are also included in the overall picture*
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